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The Culture of Violence

In America, from 1960 to 2016, the total popula'on increased 

by 1.8 'mes, while the total number of crimes grew 2.7 'mes, 

and the number of violent crimes grew 4.5 'mes. 

Fi0y years before the University of Texas Tower shoo'ng 

incident took place in 1966, there were only twenty-five public 

mass shoo'ngs in which four or more people were killed. Since 

then, mass shoo'ngs have become more deadly over 'me.  

From the Killeen mass shoo'ng in Texas in 1991 that caused 

twenty-three deaths, to the Las Vegas mass shoo'ng that 

massacred fi0y-eight in 2017, each incident has been more 

shocking.

Terrorist incidents worldwide increased from 650 per year in 

1970 to 13,488 in 2016, a twentyfold increase. Since the 9/11 



terrorist a9ack in 2001, terrorist a9acks have increased by 160 

percent. 

Violence in the real world mirrors what we experience in our 

daily lives: Our daily lives have been enveloped by a culture of 

violence. Not only is the intense music of heavy metal full of 

violence, but the majority of film and television and even video 

games are centered around violence. Many film and television 

produc'ons portray the mafia, gangs, and pirates in a posi've 

light, making these nega've stereotypes look a9rac've and 

respectable, such that people not only no longer feel repulsed 

by them, but start aspiring to commit crimes and join gangs.

The appearance of video games gave people yet another 

channel for the glorifica'on of violence, one that is interac've, 

allowing the players themselves to employ violence within the 

game world. Instead of the unidirec'onal indoctrina'on of 

violence via film and television, players experience violence for 

themselves through these games, which contain scenes of 

decapitated heads and dismembered limbs, with blood spraying 

everywhere — all in excess of the normal boundaries of film and 

television.

In a study conducted in 2013, researchers analyzed movies that 

were produced from 1985 to 2012 and found that between 

1985 and 2012, the amount of gun violence in PG-13 movies 



increased twofold.  A follow-up study showed that this trend has 

con'nued to this day. In 2008, the Pew Research Center found 

that 97 percent of youths between 12 and 17 played video 

games, and that two-thirds of them played games that 

contained violent content. 

Faced with the problem of increasing violence in society, 

experts, scholars, and the general public con'nue to propose 

theories and solu'ons, from stricter restric'ons via laws and 

stronger law enforcement, to providing the public with 

psychological counseling. But such solu'ons are simply akin to 

cuEng off the branches of a poisonous tree without touching its 

root.

By deliberately encouraging the satura'on of popular culture 

with violence and crime, communist elements are causing more 

and more people to be desensi'zed to this kind of content, with 

some goaded to imitate such content, causing violence to 

become reality in society. Through corrup'ng and destroying 

tradi'onal culture and muta'ng people’s sense of morality, 

communism is distancing people from the divine by having them 

pursue the sa'sfac'on of their unlimited material desires. This is 

the real underlying cause of society’s problems.
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Decadent Fashion

On the surface of society today, the various forms of strange 

a!re, behavior, and other common-place elements of popular 

culture all appear to be part of “freedom of expression” or the 

current “fashion trend,” but in fact there is more to it. Tracing 

these phenomena to their source, it becomes clear that nega)ve 

elements are behind all such things. With the passage of )me, 

however, people simply become accustomed to them and no 

longer find them strange, leading these nega)ve factors to 

become an accepted part of daily life. Following are some 

examples.

Today, society is accustomed to women having short hair, a bob. 

The style originated from flappers in the West during the 1920s. 

Influenced by the first wave of the women’s rights movement 

and the sexual libera)on movement (see Chapter 7), flappers 



wore short dresses, cut their hair short, listened to jazz, wore 

thick make-up, drank strong wine, and were casual about sex. 

Wearing their hair short was a way for them to express their 

disdain for tradi)onal gender roles and pursuit of female 

“emancipa)on.”

A7er the hairstyle became popular, a well-known opera singer 

said: “Bobbed hair is a state of mind and not merely a new 

manner of dressing my head. … I consider ge!ng rid of our long 

hair one of the many li;le shackles that women have cast aside 

in their passage to freedom.”  During the Great Depression in 

the 1930s, this hairstyle gradually fell out of favor. However, in 

the 1960s, when rebellion from tradi)onal norms became 

trendy again, such short hairstyles for women made a 

comeback.

Similarly, the long hairstyle of men at the )me originated from 

the beatniks and hippies.  Although long hair for men can be 

traced back to ancient )mes, in the West, men had short hair 

ever since World War I. In the 1960s, the counterculture 

movement promoted long hair for men as a form of rebellion.

In the 1920s and 1960s, mainstream society was highly resistant 

to young people dressing in an an)-tradi)onal manner. Over 

)me, people have become accustomed to an)-tradi)onal 

trends, and in the views of progressives, this is due to an 



increase in social tolerance. In the tradi)ons of the East and the 

West, however, differences between men and women are not 

only reflected physically, and in their different roles in society 

and the family, but ought also to be reflected in their dress, 

hairstyle, speech, and manners.

Along with disintegra)ng class dis)nc)ons in society, 

communism also aims to eliminate the sexual dis)nc)ons 

between men and women. Similarly, the homosexual and 

feminist movements use the slogan of “equality” to blur gender 

differences in social and family roles. Androgynous fashion 

trends further blur and reverse the difference in dress. These 

factors serve to prepare the way for a wider social acceptance of 

what have tradi)onally been considered deviant sexual prac)ces 

and lifestyles, and further contribute to undermining tradi)onal 

morality.

The morality of the East and West for thousands of years has 

included at its base the difference between men and women, 

and the idea that male and female, yin and yang, have their 

places. Communism would reverse the yin and yang of human 

beings, with the goal of corrup)ng morality, engendering self-

centeredness, and encouraging the abandonment of tradi)onal 

norms.



Given this diabolical purpose, one can see that although the 

various muta)ons in dress may appear fashionable and popular 

on the surface, they are actually meant to undermine proper 

human ways of being.

For instance, the popularity of low-rise pants today, deemed 

sexy by those striving to be fashionable, are in fact a mild form 

of corrup)ng human morality. Their predecessors were the hip-

huggers, popularized during the counterculture of the 1960s and 

prevalent in the discos of the 1970s. From the low-rise pants, 

then came the indecent “bum pants,” which directly exposed 

the bu;ocks. 

Another sign of cultural decadence is the groupie phenomenon, 

popular among young people, and another byproduct of the 

counterculture. In the 1960s, rock music was popular in the 

West, and some young girls obsessed with rock stars followed 

their performances and formed fan groups to provide personal 

and sexual services, including engaging in group sex with singers.  

The young women became vic)ms of a fad. Others today admire 

stars who advocate tearing down the differen)a)ng barriers 

between the sexes — including male stars who behave 

effeminately, and vice versa. All this is about undermining 

popular culture and blurring the dis)nc)on between male and 

female.



There is also the supposedly fashionable punk subculture. 

Similar to the hippie movement, punk also rebels against 

tradi)on and promotes nihilism. Most hippies were rebellious 

young people from tradi)onal middle-class families, while punk 

is more typically the rebellion of lower classes against social 

tradi)ons. Thus, many punk bands also advocate socialism.  In 

order to express their thorough an)-tradi)onalist a!tudes, 

punks o7en exhibit bizarre hairstyles, including mohawks, or 

wear ta;ered clothes full of spikes and buckles. They dye their 

hair, get ta;oos, pierce their bodies all over, and some)mes 

expose body parts that the average person is inclined to keep 

hidden. Punks o7en make no gender dis)nc)ons in their dress. 

Some women wear men’s clothes, and vice versa. Punks provide 

the inspira)on for many of the current fashion trends of the day.

Punks advocate hedonism, which is why one popular punk 

slogan is, “Live fast, die young, and leave a pre;y corpse.” This 

fully reflects the tragedy of lost faith in God, and being deceived 

into an abyss of hedonism and materialism. Individuals and 

society should be alarmed by this sad nihilism, but they are not.

In addi)on, there have been all manner of other signs of chaos 

and meaninglessness in today’s society: the display of ghostly or 

demonic images on popular clothing or music; the choice of ugly 

images for ta;oos; grotesque children’s toys and ornaments; 

literature, film, and television works full of demons, ghosts, and 



supernatural horror—products that are widely consumed by the 

public. The internet is full of destruc)ve and nihilis)c content. 

For example, soccer fans regularly riot and rebel, wreaking 

havoc. All these signs of decadence point to nega)ve and dark 

forces as the dominant influence on society at large.
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Everyone has the right to pursue happiness—but this must be 

within moral parameters. Excessive pursuit of pleasure, beyond 

normal limits, inevitably brings suffering, calamity, and sorrow.

The tradi%onal culture of humanity doesn’t forbid the 

reasonable sa%sfac%on of desire. However, tradi%onal culture 

teaches people to control their desires and choose a healthy 

lifestyle. It’s about harmony with nature, tradi%onal labor, 

harmonious family rela%onships, a healthy civil society, and 

par%cipa%on in self-rule and state management, as well as 

tradi%onal arts, literature, sports, and entertainment. All of this 

brings happiness and sa%sfac%on, and at the same %me, benefits 

the individual in body and mind, as well as society at large.

The ul%mate goal of communism, however, is to destroy 

mankind. One of the steps in this process is the corrup%on of 

morality and the removal of God from human culture. The goal, 



therefore, is that whatever the poli%cal regime, popular culture 

and lifestyles are infused with nega%vity and darkness. In the 

past few decades, just such a popular culture has been created 

in the East and West. The madness of modern society has led 

many to abandon tradi%onal culture and morality. People 

indulge their desires, pursuing pleasure without limit. Self-

centeredness, hedonism, and nihilism have become common, 

accepted, and even fashionable. This is the culture leading the 

world today, and humans have forgo1en the true purpose of 

their existence.

Sex, drugs, rock music, and video games s%mulate and magnify 

desires. Many indulge in these things to escape the misery and 

disappointment of life, but they never stop to reflect. These 

addic%ons only bring momentary sa%sfac%on, followed by more 

pain and disaster. Drug abuse causes disease, death, and 

personality disorders; chao%c sexual rela%onships destroy the 

family, making people lose trust and warmth; video games make 

people lose themselves in a false world. Addicts feel that they’re 

in a carnival of fun, but in fact, they are simply being exploited 

by outside forces, as the only thing wai%ng for them is physical 

death and spiritual decay.

The same is true of socie%es and na%ons. When a large number 

of people are addicted to desire and pleasure, disaster is at 

hand.



God created mankind and gave every individual free will. People 

should not abuse their freedoms and con%nue walking the path 

of degenera%on. Instead, they should make good use of that 

freedom, and choose to return to a tradi%onal culture and way 

of life. God has always looked a6er and protected man. But 

whether mankind can return to the right path depends en%rely 

on each individual’s choice.
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Le�-Wing Bias Among Media Professionals

Most Americans are skep&cal about the accuracy of media news 

repor&ng. Surveys have shown that 47 percent of people feel 

that the media is liberal-leaning. In comparison, only 17 percent 

thought that there was a conserva&ve bias.  A ques&on then 

arises: With the news industry being such a compe&&ve field, 

how could such a uniform bias exist?

Though reporters and editors have their own individual poli&cal 

and social views, this does not have to be reflected in their 

repor&ng. As subjec&vity and neutrality are keystone principles 

of journalism ethics, news reports should not be colored by 

personal opinion. By normal market principles, if there is bias, it 

should be offset by the emergence of new, more neutral 

compe&tors.



The reality is more complicated. American poli&cal scien&st Tim 

Groseclose’s 2012 book Le� Turn: How Liberal Media Bias 

Distorts the American Mind uses rigorous scien&fic methods to 

analyze the poli&cal leanings of major American media. His 

findings revealed that the poli&cal leanings of American media 

on average trend exceedingly toward liberalism and 

progressivism—far le� of the typical vo&ng ci&zen. The 

“mainstream” media are even further le� of this average. 

The book explains that the majority of media professionals are 

liberals, which objec&vely speaking, puts pressure on 

tradi&onalists in the field. The small number of conserva&ves 

working in liberal media companies are seen as “mildly evil or 

subhuman,” according to Groseclose. Even if they aren’t 

squeezed out of employment, they dare not air their poli&cal 

views publicly, much less promote conserva&ve viewpoints in 

print or on television. 

Le�-wing bias discourages students with conserva&ve 

viewpoints from picking journalism as their major, or ge?ng a 

job in the media a�er gradua&on. The community of media 

professionals excludes views that do not align with its liberal 

bias, thus forming poli&cal echo chambers. Individuals in this 

community see themselves as the compassionate and intelligent 

elite at the forefront of societal development, while looking 

down on ordinary ci&zens as stubborn commoners.



But the mainstream media does not necessarily represent the 

opinions of the social mainstream. Gallup’s 2016 poll verified 

this. According to the poll, 36 percent of American ci&zens are 

conserva&ves, while liberals number just over 25 percent.  That 

is to say, if media accurately reflected the views of a majority of 

ci&zens, then the media as a whole wouldn’t be le�-leaning.

The le�ist bent of media is evidently not the result of popular 

will. Rather, it comes from the behind-the-scenes pushing of a 

poli&cal agenda intended to shi� the en&re demographic to the 

poli&cal le�. This is also explained in the above poll—ci&zens on 

the whole are changing their views to become more liberal and 

progressive. The gap between conserva&ves and liberals in 1996 

was 22 percent; in 2014 it was 14 percent; and in 2016 it was 11 

percent. The propor&on of conserva&ves has remained stable, 

but many in the middle have been converted to the Le�. The 

mainstream media has an undeniable role in this demographic 

transforma&on, which in turn sustains the media’s ideological 

bias.

There are also some issues when looking at media professionals’ 

par&san affilia&ons. In the United States, Democrats are 

associated with the Le� while Republicans tend to lean right. 

According to a 2014 survey by The Washington Post, 28.1 

percent of media personnel in the United States were 



Democrats compared to just 7.1 percent repor&ng themselves 

to be Republicans. 

The majority of people working in major newspapers and TV 

sta&ons are le�ists, be they the owners of these organiza&ons or 

the reporters and commentators. Their bias is obvious. In the 

2016 U.S. presiden&al elec&on campaign, fi�y-seven of the 

na&on’s one hundred biggest newspapers—making a combined 

circula&on of thirteen million—openly endorsed the Democra&c 

candidate. Just two of the top hundred, with a circula&on of 

300,000 papers between them, supported the Republican 

candidate.   

Why does the media lean so far to the le�? In the 1960s, the 

country was heavily influenced by communist ideology, with 

radical le�-wing social movements taking the United States by 

storm. The radical students of that period later entered the 

media, the academic community, upper-class society, 

government agencies, and the arts scene, thus establishing 

control over public discourse.

The majority of university professors are le�ists, as discussed in 

Chapter 12. Departments of journalism and literature, filled with 

le�-wing ideology, have brought genera&ons of graduates under 

its influence. Media workers are not paid high salaries, instead 

relying on their idealis&c sense of purpose to persevere in the 



field. This idealism has become the tool for transforming the 

media into a le�-wing base of opera&ons.

Along with news media, the film industry is also under siege. 

Hollywood has become a bas&on of le�-wing propaganda. Using 

sophis&cated produc&on and narra&ve techniques, le�-leaning 

producers promote le�ist ideologies that have reached the 

en&re world. The main theme of Hollywood films usually 

appears to be slandering capitalism and emphasizing class 

conflict, while praising immoral behavior or an&-American 

sen&ment.

Author Ben Shapiro interviewed many movie stars and 

producers in Hollywood and wrote a book &tled Prime&me 

Propaganda: The True Hollywood Story of How the Le� Took 

Over Your TV. According to Shapiro, a famous producer said that 

in this profession, liberalism is 100 percent dominant, and that 

anyone who denies this is either kidding or not telling the truth. 

When asked whether having a different poli&cal standpoint 

could hinder a person’s pursuit of the movie industry, he 

answered, “Absolutely.”

A famous producer blatantly admiMed that Hollywood has been 

selling liberal poli&cal views through the programs. “Right now 

there’s only one perspec&ve. And it’s a very progressive 

perspec&ve.”  The producer of a television series about criminal 



police admiMed that he inten&onally shows more whites as the 

criminals because he didn’t “want to contribute to nega&ve 

stereotypes.” 

Shapiro argues that nepo&sm in Hollywood is ideological rather 

than familial: Friends hire friends with the same ideological 

views. The openness with which the Hollywood crowd admits its 

an&-conserva&ve discrimina&on inside the industry is shocking. 

Those who talk about tolerance and diversity have no tolerance 

when it comes to respec&ng diversity of ideology. 
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The Media Takeover by Liberalism and Progressivism

Walter Williams, the founder of journalism educa'on and of the 

world’s first journalism school at the University of Missouri, 

created the Journalist’s Creed in 1914. It defined journalism as 

an independent profession that respects God and honors 

mankind. Journalists should be unmoved by pride of opinion or 

greed of power. They must pay a3en'on to detail and exercise 

self-control, pa'ence, fearlessness, and constant respect for 

their readers.  A6er the 1960s, however, progressivism became 

prevalent. Advocacy replaced objec'vity. Liberalism and 

progressivism replaced impar'ality.

In The Media Elite, author Samuel Robert Lichter wrote that 

reporters tend to add their own opinions and educa'onal 

background to their reports on controversial issues. The 



majority of the people in the newsroom are liberals, which has 

shi6ed news repor'ng in favor of liberal poli'cs. 

In his research on the evolu'on of two hundred years of 

American journalism, Jim A. Kuypers concluded that today’s 

mainstream media are liberal and progressive both in their 

structure and in their repor'ng. He quoted a liberal editor of a 

major newspaper as saying: “Too o6en, we wear liberalism on 

our sleeves. We do not tolerate other lifestyles and viewpoints. 

We are not hesitant to say that if you want to work here, you 

must be the same as us, and you must be liberal and 

progressive.”  

In another work, Kuypers found that the mainstream media 

leans very much toward liberalism in the repor'ng of the issues, 

such as race, benefits reform, environmental protec'on, gun 

control, and the like. 

The le6ist media established its dominance in the ecology of 

American poli'cs, prolifera'ng its ideological agenda in covering 

the news. In a commentary piece published by The Wall Street 

Journal in 2001, former CBS reporter Bernard Goldberg wrote, 

“The mainstream news anchors were so biased that they ‘don’t 

even know what liberal bias is.’” 



Most people in the high-trust socie'es of the West have few 

doubts about the veracity of news created and broadcast by the 

mainstream media. Many take it for granted that reports are 

wri3en objec'vely and comprehensively and that what is cited 

is serious expert analysis based on informa'on from reliable 

sources. The le6ist media makes use of its consumers’ trust to 

inculcate them with its ideological worldview.

While fake news runs rampant today, this is a rather unusual 

phenomenon. The free socie'es of the West have tradi'onally 

emphasized the need for a truthful, objec've, and fair media. 

Thus, the le6-wing media does not generally spread fake news 

to deceive the public outright. Its methods are more subtle and 

elaborate, as described below.

Selec've Coverage. Every day, tens of thousands of newsworthy 

events occur around the world. But which events receive 

a3en'on or quietly fade from public a3en'on are almost 

completely determined by what the media chooses to cover.  

Contemporary media wields great power. Due to considerable 

le6-wing influence among many media organiza'ons and 

personnel, many progressive ideas, such as so-called social 

jus'ce and equality and feminism have become mainstream, 

while the crimes of communism have been whitewashed. 

Former Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich once said, “The 



academic le6 and its news media and Hollywood acolytes refuse 

to confront the horrifying record of Marxism’s endless 

inhumanity.” 

Selec've coverage can be divided into three categories. First, 

events are selected only or primarily for their u'lity in helping 

readers accept the ideological stand of the Le6. Second, instead 

of repor'ng comprehensively on the event’s context, they 

report only the aspects that support the le6ist point of view. 

Lastly, the media tends to give greater voice to those who lean 

le6 or whose statements agree with the Le6, while other 

organiza'ons and individuals are sidelined.

In A Measure of Media Bias, Tim Groseclose wrote, “For every 

sin of commission, … we believe that there are hundreds, and 

maybe thousands, of sins of omission—cases where a journalist 

chose facts or stories that only one side of the poli'cal spectrum 

is likely to men'on.” 

Agenda-SeIng. In the 1960s, media researchers came up with 

the influen'al theory that the media’s func'on is to determine 

which topics are suitable for discussion. Bernard Cohn 

ar'culated this well: The press “may not be successful much of 

the 'me in telling people what to think, but it is stunningly 

successful in telling its readers what to think about.”  That is to 

say, the press can determine the importance of events by the 



number of reports and follow-up reports that an event receives, 

while equally or more important issues can be dealt with more 

summarily or not at all.

The issue of transgender rights, though it concerns only a very 

small por'on of the popula'on, has become a focal point of 

discussion and is an example of media successfully seIng the 

agenda. In addi'on, global warming becoming an important 

issue in public discourse is the result of a long-term conspiracy 

between the media and other poli'cal forces.

Framing. There are many issues that are too big to ignore. The 

media uses the method of framing to set the narra've. The sex 

libera'on movement and the state welfare of the 1960s resulted 

in the disintegra'on of the family, worsened poverty, and 

increased crime. However, le6ists use the media and Hollywood 

to depict an image of the strong and independent single mother, 

hiding the real social issues behind this phenomenon. Some 

cri'cize “white supremacy” and a3ribute the poor financial and 

social status of minori'es to systemic discrimina'on. The 

prevalence of such narra'ves is largely the result of collusion 

between the media and certain poli'cal forces.

The method of framing is seen mainly in the phenomenon of 

stories preceding facts. In objec've repor'ng, the writer 

summarizes the facts into a story. But reporters and editors 



o6en hold prejudiced opinions on an issue, and when crea'ng 

reports, massage the facts to fit the story that validates their 

own biases.

Using Poli'cal Correctness to Enforce Self-Censorship. Poli'cal 

correctness permeates the media. Whether wri3en in the style 

guide or le6 implicit, many media outlets have policies of 

poli'cal correctness that affect what may or may not be 

reported and how it is reported. Because of legisla'on on “hate 

crimes” in some European countries, many local media outlets 

dare not report on crimes commi3ed by immigrants, even 

though such crimes have become a severe social issue and are 

threatening the domes'c security in these countries. American 

media organiza'ons also self-censor when it comes to repor'ng 

crimes, o6en omiIng the perpetrators’ immigra'on status.

Labeling Conserva've Sources to Neutralize Their Influence. In 

order to create the impression of balanced repor'ng, the liberal 

media has no choice but to report on the opinions of 

conserva'ves or conserva've think tanks. But the media 

typically uses labels like “conserva've,” “right-wing,” or 

“religious right-wing” when quo'ng these sources, subtly 

implying that their opinions are prejudiced or not trustworthy 

for the simple fact that they are conserva'ves. When quo'ng 

from liberals or liberal think tanks, the media usually uses 



neutral 'tles such as “scholar” or “expert,” sugges'ng that these 

opinions are impar'al, objec've, ra'onal, and trustworthy.

Crea'ng a Lexicon of Poli'cal Correctness. The Western media, 

along with le6ist poli'cal groups and academia, has created a 

vast system of poli'cally correct language. It has been applied so 

frequently by the media that the language has become deeply 

rooted in the public consciousness, influencing the public on a 

subliminal level.

Once the media validates a le6-wing opinion, it manifests in all 

aspects of society. An October 2008 report by The New York 

Times 'tled “Liberal Views Dominate Footlights” begins with the 

sentence, “During this elec'on season theatergoers in New York 

can see a dozen or so overtly poli'cal plays, about Iraq, 

Washington corrup'on, feminism or immigra'on; what they 

won’t see are any with a conserva've perspec've.” 

The media’s poli'cal colors are also reflected in its coverage of 

the democra'c process. Liberal candidates are reported 

posi'vely, while candidates who espouse tradi'onal views 

receive more cri'cism. Such reports and “expert” analysis have 

great influence over the vo'ng popula'on. Groseclose 

discovered that 93 percent of reporters in Washington, D.C., 

voted for Democrats; only 7 percent voted for Republicans. 

According to Groseclose’s calcula'on, media bias aids 



Democra'c candidates by about 8 to 10 percentage points in a 

typical elec'on. For instance, if that media bias didn’t exist, John 

McCain would have defeated Barack Obama 56 percent to 42 

percent, instead of losing 53 to 46. 
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The Film Industry: Vanguard Against Tradi$on

Hollywood has tremendous influence around the world. 
Although American movies make up less than 10 percent of the 
films produced globally, Hollywood movies receive 70 percent of 
global cinema screenings. There is no denying that Hollywood 
movies dominate the interna$onal movie industry.  As an 
interna$onal symbol of American culture, Hollywood has served 
to broadcast and amplify American values worldwide—but it has 
become an instrument for exposing all of humanity to distorted, 
an$-tradi$onal values.

Today it’s hard for most Americans to imagine that families in 
1930s and 1940s had no need to worry about the nega$ve 
influence of movies on children. But the film industry at the $me 
followed strict moral regula$ons.



In 1934, with strong backing from churches, the film industry 
introduced the Code to Govern the Making of Talking, 
Synchronized and Silent Mo$on Pictures, also known as the Hays 
Code. Its first principle was that no picture should be produced 
that would lower the moral standards of those who see it. The 
audience should never be made to sympathize with crime, 
wrongdoing, evil, or sin. The Hays Code principle on sex was to 
uphold the sanc$ty of the family and marriage: Mo$on pictures 
should not infer that low forms of sexual rela$onships are 
acceptable norms. Adultery, while some$mes necessary as plot 
material, must not be jus$fied, depicted a;rac$vely, or treated 
in an explicit manner.

Since the 1950s, however, sexual libera$on has caused cultural 
and moral shock. The rise of television in the American 
household fostered enormous market pressure and rivalry 
among film producers. Hollywood increasingly ignored the Hays 
Code and failed to enforce self-discipline. For example, Lolita 
(1962), adapted from the novel of the same $tle, depicted the 
adulterous rela$onship between a man and his underage 
stepdaughter.

Lolita won an Academy Award and a Golden Globe, and though 
the film received both nega$ve and posi$ve reviews at that 
$me, today Lolita holds a 93 percent approval ra$ng among its 
forty-one reviews on the American film and television review 



aggregator Ro;en Tomatoes. This reflects the sea change in 
social morality that has occurred in recent $mes.

The counterculture movements at the end of the 1960s marked 
the collapse of tradi$onal morality and order in Hollywood 
produc$ons. Several iconic films depic$ng themes of rebellion 
reflect an evil and growing hold on the American film industry.

As stated repeatedly throughout this book, a key tac$c of 
communism is to cast criminal behavior in a noble or righteous 
light. Bonnie and Clyde is a 1967 crime film based on the real 
story of the eponymous Great Depression-era robbers. During 
the Great Depression, many families became homeless aBer 
their houses were foreclosed by banks. The protagonists in the 
film express righteous anger at this phenomenon, and are 
depicted as figh$ng social injus$ce when they commit bank 
robbery and murder.

The film, which features some of Hollywood’s first depic$ons of 
graphic violence, suggests an underlying narra$ve of Robin 
Hood-style jus$ce for these crimes. The criminal couple were 
depicted by a handsome man and a beau$ful woman, 
portraying them with an inherent sense of jus$ce. The police, 
meanwhile, were cast as incompetent stooges rather than 
protectors of law and order. At the finale, the deaths of Bonnie 
and Clyde when they fell vic$m to a police scheme had a 



profound impact on adolescent audiences. The two were 
bea$fied as martyrs, as though they had sacrificed themselves 
for the sake of some great cause.

The themes of crime and violence depicted in the film shocked 
the mainstream of American society, but found great resonance 
among rebellious students. The actor and actress who starred as 
Bonnie and Clyde appeared on the cover of Time magazine. The 
youth started to copy their style of clothing, speech, and 
contempt for tradi$on and custom. They even sought to 
emulate the couples’ manner of demise.  One radical leader of a 
student organiza$on wrote an ar$cle comparing Bonnie and 
Clyde to supposed heroes like Cuban guerrilla leader Che 
Guevara and Nguyễn Văn Trỗi, a Vietcong terrorist.  One radical 
student organiza$on claimed, “We are not poten$al Bonnie and 
Clydes, we are Bonnie and Clydes.” 

Aside from beau$fying crime, Bonnie and Clyde featured an 
unprecedented level of violence and sexuality, However, the film 
s$ll received cri$cal acclaim, being nominated ten $mes at the 
Oscar nomina$ons and winning twice. Hollywood had deviated 
from its tradi$onal principles.

The Graduate, released at the end of 1967, reflected the inner 
anxiety and conflicts of college students in the period. The film 
depicts a lonely college graduate at the crossroads of life. The 



tradi$onal values of his father’s genera$on are presented as dull 
and hypocri$cal. Instead of entering mainstream American 
society, he accepts the advances of an older married woman 
and also falls in love with her daughter, who discovers the affair. 
At the wedding ceremony of the daughter and another young 
man, the protagonist arrives at the church, and he and the 
young woman elope. The Graduate featured a jumble of 
adolescent rebellion, uncontrolled libido, incest, and other 
themes reflec$ng the confused, an$-tradi$onal milieu of 
rebellious youth. The film was phenomenally successful, 
genera$ng high box-office sales immediately and over the 
following years. With seven Oscar nomina$ons and one win, The 
Graduate gained recogni$on throughout Hollywood.

Films like Bonnie and Clyde and The Graduate kickstarted the 
New Hollywood era. At the end of 1968, the Hays Code was 
replaced with the modern film-ra$ng system. That is, films with 
all kinds of content could be screened as long as they were 
labeled with a ra$ng. This loosened the moral self-discipline of 
the entertainment industry considerably and blurred the 
standards of right and wrong. In this way, entertainers and 
media staff separated morality from their crea$ons, giving free 
reign to evil content.

Degenerate entertainment hooked audiences with cheap, 
exci$ng, and readily available s$mula$on. Meanwhile, producers 



gave in to their greed as they reeled in prodigious commercial 
profits.

Film is a special medium with the power to create compelling 
atmospheres and realis$c personali$es, and to bring audiences 
to the viewpoint of the director. Successful movies can so 
immerse their audiences in the cinema$c world that hardly 
anything can call them back to reality. They play an enormous 
role in shaping the feelings and worldview of their audiences, 
and in the hands of evildoers, in leading people to break with 
tradi$on.

A well-known film producer once said, “Documentaries convert 
the already converted. Fic$onal films convert the unconverted.”   
In other words, documentaries strengthen the values that 
viewers already hold, while fic$onal films use fascina$ng stories 
to prime their unwiMng audiences with a new set of values. The 
producer and male lead of Bonnie and Clyde is a supporter of 
socialism. His 1981 historical drama Reds won him Oscar and 
Golden Globe awards. At the height of the Cold War, Reds 
changed the stereotype of a radical communist into an easy-
going and friendly person .

In another of his Oscar-nominated movies, Bulworth, he 
depicted a socialist presiden$al candidate. Through his 
portrayal, audiences were given the sugges$on that class, not 



race, is the central issue of American poli$cs.  This movie was 
such a success that many urged him to run for president of the 
United States.

Many movies had an immediate impact. As Bonnie and Clyde 
came to the end during its debut, insults were shouted at the 
police from the back rows.  ABer the introduc$on of the ra$ng 
system, the first R-rated movie, Easy Rider, became an instant 
hit and contributed to the popularity of drug abuse. The film 
follows the adventures of two long-haired, cocaine-dealing 
hippy motorcyclists as they indulge in rock music, hallucinatory 
drugs, hippy communes, and brothels. Real drugs were used 
during the film’s produc$on. Their lifestyle of an$social 
indulgence free from conven$onal values became the dream of 
numerous youth, and turned drugs into a symbol of the 
counterculture. The director admi;ed: “The cocaine problem in 
the United States is really because of me. There was no cocaine 
before Easy Rider on the street. ABer Easy Rider, it was 
everywhere.” 

Since the introduc$on of the movie-ra$ng system, Hollywood 
began to mass produce movies that cast a posi$ve glow on 
degenerate behaviors such as sexual promiscuity, violence, illicit 
drugs, and organized crime. A research study showed that R-
rated movies took up to 58 percent of the Hollywood movies 
produced between 1968 and 2005 .



American scholar Victor B. Cline did an analysis of thirty-seven 
movies that were shown in Salt Lake City in the 1970s. He found 
that 58 percent of the films presented dishonesty in a heroic 
light or as jus$fied by the hero because of the circumstances, 
and that 38 percent of the films presented criminal ac$vity as 
something that pays off or as a successful and an exci$ng 
pas$me with no nega$ve consequences. In 59 percent of the 
films, the heroes killed one or more people. Seventy-two 
percent of the heroines were presented as sexually promiscuous 
to some degree. In fact, only one film suggested normal sexual 
rela$ons between a man and a woman legally married to each 
other. In only 22 percent of the films were any of the principal 
figures seen engaged in what might be termed healthy and 
reasonably sa$sfying marriages. 
A common argument against cri$cism of violence and sexuality 
in films is that such things exist in real life and that films only 
reflect the nature of reality, rather than having any nega$ve 
impact. But from the figures above, this is demonstrably false. 
Moreover, numerous movies produced by Hollywood leBists 
naturally reflect their values and in turn have changed the 
values of society. According to film cri$c and former Hollywood 
screenwriter Michael Medved, the liberal-minded social 
revolu$onaries in Hollywood are molding the values of society 
by assaul$ng the legi$macy of the family, promo$ng sexual 
perversion, and glorifying ugliness. 



Others argue that the profusion of morally degenerate content 
in the film industry is merely driven by market forces. But 
whatever the means, diabolical goals are being achieved to 
frightening effect. The speed and power with which the film 
industry has been used to take down public morality is 
astounding. Some movies lionize beasts or monsters; those that 
depict man transforming into beasts or even bes$ality are 
approved of and praised by the Hollywood mainstream. This is 
the real-life reflec$on of how the devil has brought the world 
under its rule—mankind has come to embrace monsters.

These an$-tradi$on movies probe into and reflect on social 
issues with superficial intricacy, but they are actually excuses to 
create a complex and vivid environment in which to immerse 
the audience. A studiously craBed atmosphere allows the 
audience to think of moral standards as being circumstan$al. 
Ugly deeds that conven$onal society disapproves of can always 
in some way be ra$onalized, given sympathe$c treatment, or 
even made to appear posi$ve. The ul$mate message, implanted 
in the brains of the audience, is that there isn’t a clear divide 
between right and wrong or good and evil, that tradi$ons are 
boring and suppressive, and that morality is rela$ve.
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Television: Corrup on in Every Household

Television has become a ubiquitous part of everyday life. 

Frequent television viewing changes people’s worldviews 

without their no cing it. Research conducted by the Media 

Research Center has demonstrated this point. For instance, the 

more people watch television, the less commi+ed they are to 

tradi onal virtues such as honesty, reliability, and fairness, and 

the more lenient their a,tudes toward issues related to sexual 

morality such as sex outside of marriage, abor on and 

homosexuality—are likely to be. 

Although the percentages of two sets of people—light and 

heavy TV-viewers who say they believe in God—are almost the 

same (85 to 88 percent), the more one watches television, the 

more difficult it is for the person to value religious principles. For 

example, when asked in a ques onnaire to choose between 



“People should always live by God’s teachings and principles 

under all circumstances” or “People should combine their 

personal set of morals and values with God’s moral codes,” 

those who watch more television tend to choose the la+er.

From these figures, it can be generally concluded that television 

predisposes people to moral rela vism.

Television has been an integral part of daily life since the 1950s. 

Not only do TV series and movies achieve a similar effect in 

molding people’s values, but talk shows, situa on comedies 

(sitcoms), and even documentaries also quietly inculcate their 

audiences with all sorts of distorted ideas through con nual 

repe  on every day.

Take talk shows for example. Television studios are especially 

keen to invite guests whose opinions or behavior contradict 

tradi onal values or whose lives are fraught with conflict, or to 

invite “experts” to discuss some controversial issues of morality. 

The guests are encouraged to “bravely” disclose the “deep” or 

“complex” problems in their personal lives. The host, experts or 

the audience at the scene give different “op ons” as solu ons to 

the problems. To ensure the popularity of the program, usually 

no moral judgment is made. In this way, many programs 

become a venue for displaying corrupt and distorted behaviors 

and perspec ves. People have gradually come to agree that the 



values they used to uphold do not apply under some special 

circumstances, which in fact negates the existence of universal 

principles.

Many prime me television programs are filled with despicable 

and distasteful content that is hard to watch. Some program 

hosts, including female hosts, take pride in swearing. Quite a 

number of programs indoctrinate people with vulgar tastes and 

an -culture or an -tradi on content via entertainment, while 

the audience is in a state of relaxa on. As  me passes, people 

do not feel alarmed at all and even come to recognize and 

appreciate this material, thus eroding their moral thinking.

Sitcoms are used to normalize deviated values and behaviors 

that are actually rarely seen in people’s daily lives by airing them 

repeatedly on television.

Ben Shapiro made an example of a scene from the episode 

called “The One With the Birth,” which appeared in the popular 

U.S. sitcom series Friends. Ross’s lesbian ex-wife, Carol, is having 

his baby. Ross is understandably concerned that his child will be 

growing up in a lesbian family. While Ross is feeling perturbed, 

Phoebe says to him: “When I was growing up, you know my dad 

leG, and my mother died, and my stepfather went to jail, so I 

barely had enough pieces of parents to make one whole one. 

And here’s this li+le baby who has like three whole parents who 



care about it so much that they’re figh ng over who gets to love 

it the most. And it’s not even born yet. It’s just, it’s just the 

luckiest baby in the whole world.”

Ross immediately feels relieved and reassured by her 

perspec ve. As Shapiro writes, the episode portrays “pregnant 

lesbians and three-parent households as not only normal, but 

admirable.” 

Modern medicine has discovered that human brains consist of 

five different types of brainwaves. Two among them are 

brainwaves found in the waking state of consciousness: alpha (α) 

waves and beta (β) waves. When people are busy working, their 

dominant brain waves are β waves. They exhibit an enhanced 

ability to analyze and tend to use logical thinking. A person 

having a debate would exhibit predominantly β brainwaves. In 

other words, people in the state where β waves are dominant 

are more alert and less gullible. However, when people are 

relaxed and α waves dominate, their emo ons take the lead, 

and their analy cal ability weakens. When people watch 

television, they are not prepared for serious thinking, but are 

instead relaxed and impressionable. Under such circumstances, 

people tend to be subliminally persuaded by the themes and 

views represented in the television program.



Research shows that close to two-thirds of media programming, 

including children’s programs, contain scenes of violence. 

Misleading sexual content is also all over TV programs and 

movies. Following sex educa on classes in schools, young 

people list the media as the second-most important source for 

learning about sexual ac vity.

A copious amount of research shows clearly that violent content 

in the media desensi zes young people to violence and 

increases their chance of commi,ng violent acts later in life. 

The media has had a very bad influence on youth, increasing the 

tendency for violence, underage sexual ac vity, and teen 

pregnancy. Girls who oGen see programs containing depic ons 

of sexual ac vity are twice as likely to be pregnant within three 

years compared to girls who rarely watch such programs. Media 

programs also increase the risk of sexual assault and 

engagement in dangerous behavior. 

A deluge of pornographic and sexual content directly a+acks 

social values and tradi on. As one scholar pointed out: “The 

media are so compelling and so filled with sex, it’s hard for any 

kid, even a cri c to resist. … I think of the media as our true sex 

educators.”  Due to media influence, sex outside of marriage, 

adultery, and other behaviors have been taken for granted as 

parts of a normal lifestyle—as long as all par es are willing, 

there is nothing to it.



In the book Prime me Propaganda, Shapiro summarized nearly 

a hundred influen al American TV series. He found that as  me 

progressed, these programs run the range of accep ng 

liberalism, promo ng atheism and beli+ling faith, promo ng sex 

and violence, promo ng feminism, accep ng homosexuality and 

transsexuals, rejec ng morality, rejec ng the tradi onal 

rela onships between husband and wife or parent and child, 

strongly promo ng leGist viewpoints, and establishing ruthless 

an heroes devoid of sympathy as the protagonists. Their 

evolu on is a process of con nuous decay in moral values. This 

type of an -tradi onal lifestyle has had major influence over the 

mindset of the general public, in par cular young people. 

Many so-called music television shows unreservedly promote 

soGcore porn and even perverse sexual behavior among young 

audiences.  Since the film-ra ng system was implemented, many 

pornographic films can be sold as long as they are labeled with 

an “X” ra ng. As technology developed, these indecent 

programs went from underground to general consump on, and 

could easily be obtained at movie-rental stores, through paid TV 

channels, and in hotels.

Television programs begin pollu ng people at very young ages. 

Cartoons feature ugly characters or large amounts of violence. 

Other children’s programs are loaded with hidden themes of 



progressivism and liberalism, such as teaching homosexuality 

under the name of “cultural diversity.” They use phrases like 

“There’s only one person in this whole world like you” to foster 

unearned self-esteem and the concept of accep ng all people 

regardless of their immoral behaviors. 

Certainly, few Hollywood producers had any sort of formal 

agenda to ins ll their audiences with corrupt ideologies. But 

when the program producers themselves agree with the 

concepts of progressivism and liberalism, then these corrupt 

ideologies will inevitably end up in the programs. The real plan is 

diabolical, and media workers who stray too far from the divine 

become the evil’s pawns.
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The Media: A Key Ba"leground in a Total War

The communist philosophy of struggle spares no means and 

respects no moral bo"om line in order to achieve its poli(cal 

objec(ves. In the 2016 U.S. presiden(al campaign, candidate 

Donald Trump opposed “poli(cal correctness” and declared his 

advocacy of measures to shi6 America from the far-le6 to the 

right: a return to tradi(onal values, rule of law, tax cuts to 

revitalize the economy, a renewal of people’s reverence and 

humility before God, and so on. His outspokenness threw 

liberals into a panic. Armed with the mainstream media, they 

lashed out with an all-out assault against Trump.

During the presiden(al campaign, the le6-wing media used 

various methods to willfully demonize and denigrate Trump 

while ostracizing his supporters, who were described as racists, 

sexists, an(-immigrant xenophobes, and uneducated whites. 



That is, the media tried to influence the results of the elec(on 

by manipula(ng public opinion. Apart from a small number of 

media outlets, almost 95 percent of the media repeatedly 

predicted that Trump would definitely lose. Against all 

expecta(ons, Trump defeated his rival and was elected forty-

fi6h president of the United States.

Under normal circumstances, no ma"er how fierce the 

campaign trail may be, the different par(es and groups should 

return to normal opera(on a6er the elec(on is over. More 

importantly, the media should uphold the principle of fairness, 

put na(onal interests first, and maintain the principle of media 

neutrality. However, a6er the 2016 presiden(al elec(on in the 

United States, we have seen that the media has con(nued its 

campaign-trail frenzy even at the risk of its public image.

Most media outlets deliberately ignored the achievements of 

the Trump administra(on, such as the stock market soaring to 

record levels, American diploma(c achievements, and the near-

total eradica(on of the Islamic State (ISIS). With the 

unemployment rate hi@ng an eighteen-year low in the United 

States, the American economy is enjoying a revival. 

Furthermore, the media is doing everything possible to 

hamstring the Trump administra(on by making groundless 

accusa(ons. For example, the media s(rred up a conspiracy 

theory of collusion between Trump and Russia, but a special 



inves(ga(on has not found any evidence to support this. A 

Congressional report has stated unambiguously that there was 

no collusion between Trump and Russia. 

In order to a"ack Trump, the media also generated a lot of fake 

news. In December 2017, a TV news giant had to suspend two 

senior journalists for four weeks without pay and redact their 

work because they had fabricated fake reports that Trump had 

ordered Michael Flynn to make contact with Russia.  Finally, the 

two reporters were forced to leave the TV sta(on. This par(cular 

team had previously made outstanding accomplishments, 

winning four Peabody Awards and 17 Emmy Awards, but fake 

news brought them shame and disgrace.

When President Trump condemned the infamous MS-13 gang, 

especially those members who had entered the United States as 

illegal immigrants, he said, “They’re not people. These are 

animals, and we have to be very, very tough.” However, the 

major media in America immediately took it out of context, 

claiming that Trump said that illegal immigrants were animals.

In June 2018, a photo of a crying Honduran girl was widely 

circulated in the media and on the internet. This li"le girl and 

her mother were stopped by border patrol when trying to sneak 

into the United States. The media claimed that the girl was 

forcibly separated from her mother and used this opportunity to 



cri(cize Trump’s border policies and zero-tolerance stance 

toward illegal immigra(on. Later, Time magazine combined the 

photo of the li"le girl with a photo of Trump on the magazine 

cover, adding the cap(on “Welcome to America” to ridicule 

Trump. However, the girl’s father later told the media that 

border officials had not separated her from her mother. 

According to studies conducted by the Media Research Center, 

Trump was the main focus of the evening news broadcast by the 

three main U.S. media networks over the last two years, taking 

up one-third of the total air(me used by the evening news. In 

2017, 90 percent of coverage given to Trump was nega(ve, 

while posi(ve coverage was only 10 percent. In 2018, nega(ve 

coverage reached 91 percent. The report concluded: “Without 

ques(on, no President has ever been on the receiving end of 

such hos(le coverage, for such a sustained period of (me, as has 

Trump. …” 

However, the American public is becoming more aware of fake 

news. From a poll conducted by Monmouth University in April 

2018, the percentage of Americans who felt that “the major 

media outlets were repor(ng fake news” increased from 63 

percent in the past year to 77 percent.  In 2016, a Gallup poll 

found that America’s trust in the media had sunk to a new low, 

with only 32 percent of people having a great deal or a fair 

amount of trust in the media, down 8 percentage points from 



the previous year.  Unsurprisingly, the owner of a large media 

company lamented that “fake news is the cancer of our (mes.” 

Judging from the results of the U.S. elec(on, half of Americans 

support Trump, but the a@tude taken by the media is literally 

one-sided. Under these abnormal circumstances, Trump is 

a"acked and demonized because he strongly advocates the 

restora(on of tradi(on, and his ideals cannot coexist with the 

an(-tradi(onal ideology of the Le6. If the media’s a"acks on 

Trump are able to cause the public to lose their confidence in 

him, this would achieve their underlying objec(ve—to prevent 

society from returning to tradi(on.

More worrying, however, is that many media outlets have 

become catalysts for magnifying radical rhetoric, provoking 

animosity and hatred, and polarizing the popula(on, thereby 

further widening the cracks in society. Basic ethics have been 

thrown out, and consequences are ignored to the point that 

destroying oneself so as to bring about the demise of an 

opponent has become acceptable. The country has been pushed 

to a state of extreme chaos and danger.
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Bringing Back Responsibility in the Media

If we say that the specter of communism had only par#ally 

infiltrated and controlled various areas in the world over the 

past century, by today the specter is already ruling our world—

all aspects of the human world have already been subject to 

corrup#on. The immense influence of the media over humanity 

has been used effec#vely to brainwash, deceive, and corrupt 

human morality, causing people to unconsciously deviate from 

tradi#on.

In Western countries, many liberal media establishments have 

become tools for concealing the truth and deceiving people. 

Many have forsaken basic professional ethics and instead resort 

to all sorts of unscrupulous a.acks, abuse, and slander, 

regardless of the impact to their reputa#on or to society.



The specter has been successful because it has exploited human 

failings: the pursuit of fame and gain, ignorance, laziness, 

selfishness, misapplied sympathy, compe##veness, and the like. 

Some journalists self-righteously rebel against tradi#onal values 

under a facade of knowing the truth. Some conform to the 

already morally debased “public demand” in order to get views. 

Some conform to the lowered standards for the sake of their 

careers. Some fabricate fake news out of jealousy and hos#lity. 

Some believe fake news because of their ignorance and laziness. 

Some exploit the kindness and sympathy of others in advoca#ng 

social jus#ce and thus #lt the en#re society toward the le5, 

resor#ng to unscrupulous tac#cs to achieve their poli#cal and 

economic goals.

The mission of the media is a lo5y one. It is meant to be the 

lifeline by which people obtain their informa#on about public 

events, and it is also an important force in maintaining the 

healthy development of society. Objec#vity and impar#ality are 

the basic ethical requirements of the media and are key to the 

trust people place in it. But in the media today, chaos reigns, 

severely affec#ng the confidence people have in it. Reclaiming 

the mission of the media and re-establishing the glory of the 

news profession is the noble responsibility of people employed 

in this field.



Restoring the media’s mission means that the media needs to 

pursue truth. The media’s coverage of the truth must be 

comprehensive and come from a place of sincerity. When 

repor#ng social phenomena, many media outlets present par#al 

reali#es that are o5en misleading and can do more harm than 

outright lies.

Part of the media’s mission is to promote compassion. The 

compassion of the media is neither an abuse of sympathy, nor 

poli#cal correctness. Its goal must be the long-term well-being 

of mankind. The way out for mankind is not to obtain short-term 

economic benefit, not to fall for a fabricated communist utopia, 

but to follow the tradi#onal path set forth by the divine, to raise 

moral standards, and to return to one’s original place, the true 

and wonderful origin of life itself.

The media is good if it can help society value and uphold 

morality, as good and evil are both present in human society. It 

is the responsibility of the media to spread truth, extoll virtue, 

and to expose and restrain evil.

In returning to its mission, the media must pay more a.en#on 

to the major events that affect the future of mankind. The last 

century was witness to a great confronta#on between the free 

world and the communist camp. While it appeared to be an 

ideological confronta#on, it was in fact a life-and-death struggle 



between righteousness and evil, for communism is ruining the 

morals that hold together the civiliza#ons of mankind. Yet 

following the collapse of the communist regimes in Eastern 

Europe, its ghost lingers on, undefeated.

In China, a country of ancient culture, the Communist Party has 

since 1999 persecuted the spiritual prac#ce of Falun Gong, 

which upholds the universal principles of truthfulness, 

compassion, and tolerance. This persecu#on has affected 

millions of people across the expanse of the world’s most 

populous country; it has lasted nearly two decades and is being 

perpetrated to a degree of brutality that is hard to match. It is 

the largest persecu#on of faith in contemporary history.

The persecu#on of Falun Gong is a persecu#on against the core 

values of human civiliza#on and a monstrous assault on the 

freedom of belief. However, its coverage by the Western media 

has been dispropor#onately weak when placed beside the 

magnitude and severity of the actual events taking place. Most 

of the mainstream media outlets have been influenced by the 

Chinese Communist Party’s poli#cal clout, and have exercised 

self-censorship or remained silent on this ma.er of grave 

concern. Some have even been complicit in helping the CCP 

spread its deceit.



At the same #me, a trend has emerged that opposes 

communism and advocates a return to tradi#on. In China, more 

than 300 million people have withdrawn from the CCP and its 

affiliated organiza#ons in the “Tuidang” (Quit the Party) 

movement. Yet such a major phenomenon, which holds great 

significance for the future of China and the world, is rarely 

men#oned in the Western media.

Today, as the world undergoes great changes, truth and 

tradi#onal values are more important than ever. The world 

needs media that can dis#nguish between right and wrong, 

conduct good deeds, and maintain public morality. Transcending 

the interests of individuals, companies, and poli#cal par#es to 

present the real world before the people is the duty of every 

media professional.

Today, when facing the moral decline in the media profession, it 

is impera#ve that readers and audiences make a conscious 

dis#nc#on between right and wrong, and scru#nize ra#onally 

the informa#on produced by the media. People must judge 

issues in line with the moral tradi#on, regard social phenomena 

through the lens of universal values, and in doing so, push the 

media to fulfill its historic mission. This is also the key for 

mankind to stave off the influence of the communist specter and 

find the path to a be.er future.
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Art: A Gi� From the Divine

Human civiliza%on has produced countless books on what 

cons%tute true beauty. Theists know that all the wonders in the 

world come from Heaven. Profound art is an a*empt to emulate 

and display the beauty of Heaven in the human world. An 

ar%st’s inspira%on comes from the gods.

If ar%sts receive the enlightenment and blessings from gods, 

they can become outstanding figures in their fields.

With strong faith and devo%on to the divine, great ar%sts during 

the Renaissance plumbed their ingenuity to create works in 

praise of gods. Their righteous thoughts and benevolent acts 

received divine affirma%on and blessing. Ar%sts in the mid-

Renaissance period, including Da Vinci, Michelangelo, and 

Rafael, grasped techniques that far exceeded their predecessors 



and their peers, as if by miracle. Their works — including 

pain%ngs, statues, and architecture — became the %meless 

classics of the art world.

For centuries, these works set a noble example for humanity. By 

apprecia%ng these works, not only can the ar%sts of later 

genera%ons study pure ar%s%c technique, but members of the 

public are also able to truly feel and see the divine presence. 

When these works, the techniques that created them, and the 

spirit that infused the ar%sts, are all preserved, human society is 

able to maintain a connec%on with the divine. Then, even as 

human society goes through its period of decadence and 

decline, there will be hope for a return to tradi%on and a path to 

salva%on.

The same principles prevail in the sphere of music. As the 

saying, reportedly from a German opera house, goes: “Bach 

gave us God’s word. Mozart gave us God’s laughter. Beethoven 

gave us God’s fire. God gave us music that we might pray 

without words.” For his en%re life, Johann Sebas%an Bach 

considered the praise, worship, and devo%on to God the highest 

principle in the crea%on of his music. On all of his important 

musical scores, the le*ers SDG can be seen — an abbrevia%on of 

“Soli Deo gloria,” meaning “Glory to God alone.”



This is the highest realm an ar%st can a*ain — the 

materializa%on of heavenly objects in the human realm through 

revela%on from God. The great pain%ngs and statues, the most 

sublime scores in the early, baroque, and classical canon, were 

all the work of religious believers and represent the pinnacle of 

ar%s%c work man can a*ain.

The three most important elements in ar%s%c crea%on are 

representa%on, crea%on, and communica%on. All ar%s%c 

crea%ons contain a theme, that is, the message the author seeks 

to communicate regardless of the art form, whether poem, 

pain%ng, statue, photography, novel, play, dance, or film. The 

ar%st delivers the theme into the hearts of the reader, listener, 

or viewer. This process is the communica%on — the 

transmission to the recipient of the ar%st’s mind.

To achieve the goal of communica%on, ar%sts must possess a 

superb ability to imitate and re-present — with the object of 

imita%on being the world of gods or of man, or even the 

underworld. On the basis of their target of representa%on, 

ar%sts began their crea%on — a process of refining the deeper 

or more essen%al elements of the object, and the strengthening 

of their own expressiveness or ability to communicate and reach 

into the heart of their audience. If the ar%st possesses a 

righteous faith in the divine and in morality, the divine will 

endow him with the inspira%on of crea%on. Such works will then 



be divine, pure, and benevolent — beneficial to both the ar%st 

and society.

On the other hand, when the ar%st abandons moral standards, 

nega%ve elements hijack the crea%ve process, with evil forces 

exer%ng influence and using the ar%st to depict hideous 

crea%ons and grotesqueries from the underworld. Works of this 

kind harm their author and the wider society.

The value of the orthodox, tradi%onal arts thus becomes clear. 

Divine culture and art in the East and the West were 

connec%ons woven between the gods and human civiliza%on, 

and were meant to bring them into contact. The ideas and 

messages transmi*ed through this art are beauty, benevolence, 

light, and hope. On the other hand, corrupt arts are created by 

those under the control of evil elements. They drive a wedge 

between man and God and drag man closer to evil.
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In both posi�ve and nega�ve terms, art can have a tremendous 

impact on human morality, thought, and behavior. This is no 

exaggera�on. Modern society bears many examples for study.

“The Mozart effect,” for instance, has a*racted worldwide 

a*en�on. The scien�fic community has conducted a number of 

studies on the posi�ve influence of Mozart’s music on people 

and animals. In 2016, a more in-depth study of the Mozart effect 

found that Mozart’s music has a posi�ve effect on human 

cogni�ve func�on and behavior. Surprisingly, playing Mozart’s 

music in reverse has a completely opposite effect. Arnold 

Schoenberg’s modern atonal music has a similar effect as 

playing Mozart backward — demonstra�ng its damaging 

character. [6]

Compared with atonal music, rock music has an even more 

nega�ve effect. A researcher compiled data from two similar 



ci�es: The city in which the radio and television broadcast a 

large number of rock songs saw 50 percent more cases of 

pregnancy out of wedlock, dropouts, youth deaths, crimes, and 

so on. [7] Some rock music even makes suicide seem 

reasonable. “Its dark rhythms and depressing lyrics certainly can 

be taken as an encouragement for suicide, and it is an 

irrefutable fact that young people have snuffed out their lives 

while listening to it repeatedly.” [8] It is not uncommon for 

teens who commit suicide to do as described in the rock lyrics, 

and numerous rock musicians have descended into depression, 

drug abuse, and suicide themselves.

Another well-known nega�ve example is the na�onalist Nazi 

movie Triumph of the Will. Despite the director, Leni 

Riefenstahl, arguing that she had created a documentary, the 

propaganda movie exhibited superb ar�s�c mastery. The grand 

scenes and displays of strength made audiences resonate with 

the energy and power behind it. A number of the methods in 

camerawork and edi�ng influenced film for decades to come.

Yet the work also became a crucial piece of propaganda for 

Hitler and Nazi Germany, and is known as one of the most 

successful propaganda films in history. The Bri�sh newspaper 

The Independent wrote in 2003: “Triumph of the Will seduced 

many wise men and women, persuaded them to admire rather 



than to despise, and undoubtedly won the Nazis friends and 

allies all over the world.” [9]

Understanding the great power of art can help us be*er 

understand the importance of tradi�onal art and why evil 

elements want to undermine and sabotage human art and 

cause it to degenerate.
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Communist Elements Behind the Avant-Garde

For centuries, classical art has been passed down from 

genera'on to genera'on. This tradi'on con'nued un'l the 20th 

century, when it came to an abrupt end. The transmission and 

inheritance of art was replaced by a radical avant-garde and 

began quickly degenera'ng. As ar'st Robert Florczak says, “The 

profound, the inspiring and the beau'ful were replaced by the 

new, the different, and the ugly. … Standards declined un'l 

there were no standards. All that was le3 was personal 

expression.”  Humanity thus lost its universal sense of the 

aesthe'c.

The source of this ba5ery of new ar's'c movements is closely 

connected to ideological trends influenced by communism. 

Many of these ar'sts are either straight communists or para-



communists of one kind or another, or they have been subject 

to the sway of these ideologies.

Georg Lukacs, the Hungarian cultural commissioner of the 

Communist Interna'onal and founder of Western Marxism, 

founded the Frankfurt School. One of its tasks was to establish a 

“new cultural form” by abandoning tradi'onal culture. This new 

cultural form set about excluding art that sought to represent 

the divine. As Herbert Marcuse, a German socialist and a 

representa've of the Frankfurt School wrote: “Art both protests 

these given social rela'ons, and at the same 'me transcends 

them. Thereby art subverts the dominant consciousness, the 

ordinary experience.” 

That is, they enlist art in the revolt against the divine and the 

subversion of morality. Views of this sort dominate the direc'on 

of modern art.

Gustave Courbet, the founder of the French realist school, was 

one of the par'cipants in the Paris Commune. He was elected as 

a commi5ee member of the Commune and the chairman of the 

radical Federa'on of Ar'sts. Courbet devoted himself to 

transforming the old system and establishing new ar's'c 

direc'ons. He ordered the Federa'on to demolish a neoclassical 

building, the Vendôme Column (which was later rebuilt). 

Courbet denied that human beings were created by God, and 



was determined to use art to express the worldview of the 

proletariat, as well as materialism. He is known for remarking, “I 

have never seen either angels or goddesses, so I am not 

interested in pain'ng them.” 

Courbet believed reform of the arts was really a revolu'on. In 

the name of pain'ng what he called reality, he replaced beauty 

with ugliness. His nude pain'ngs, for instance, focused in 

par'cular on depic'ng the female genitalia, a supposed 

revolu'onary act, as a way of rebelling and transgressing against 

tradi'on and somehow further inci'ng communist ac'vism. The 

thinking and life of Courbet is an illustra'on of the close link 

between the communist ideology of revolu'on and modern art.

Under the influence of modernist thought, the revolu'onary 

fervor of ar'sts from the late 19th century brought about a 

series of movements in the art world. Unlike tradi'onal schools 

of ar's'c expression, these were avant-garde movements that 

explicitly sought to rupture tradi'on. The term “avant-garde” 

was first used by socialist scholars to describe ar's'c 

movements that matched their own poli'cal aspira'ons.

In the late 19th century, these influences brought about 

impressionism. Ever since, modern ar'sts have abandoned the 

demands of tradi'onal oil pain'ng, including the need for 

precision, propor'on, structure, perspec've, and transi'ons 



between light and shade. Neoimpressionism (poin'llism) and 

pos'mpressionism then came along, centering their works on 

the explora'on of the personal feelings of the ar'st. 

Representa've figures in this school include Georges-Pierre 

Seurat and Vincent van Gogh, both of whom were involved in 

socialism.  Van Gogh abused absinthe and suffered mental 

illness, and his pain'ngs seem to reflect these tendencies.

Works of art contain the messages their creators want to convey 

and are the media by which their authors communicate to their 

audiences. The ar'sts during the high Renaissance conveyed 

compassion and beauty to their audiences. Compare this to 

contemporary ar'sts, who exude nega've and dark messages. 

Modern ar'sts abandon their own thoughts and allow 

themselves to come under the control of low-level and ghostly 

en''es. They themselves are o3en incoherent and confused, 

and their works are similar — dark, nega've, hazy, gray, 

depressed, decadent, and disordered.

A3er impressionism came expressionism and fauvism, followed 

by Picasso’s cubism. In 1944, Picasso joined the French 

Communist Party. In his le5er “Why I Became a Communist,” he 

said: “My joining the Communist Party is a logical step in my life, 

my work and gives them their meaning. … But during the 

oppression and the insurrec'on, I felt that that was not enough, 



that I had to fight not only with pain'ng but with my whole 

being.” 

Picasso encouraged a break with the classical methods of 

pain'ng. For him, everything was a piece of dough to be picked 

up and shaped as he pleased. The more eerie his works became, 

the happier he was. The process of crea'ng monstrous images is 

the process of destroying an image, to the point where no one 

can understand it. Even Georges Braque, the modern ar'st who 

co-founded cubism with Picasso, didn’t like his Les Demoiselles 

d’Avignon and claimed that Picasso must have taken a swig of 

petroleum and spat fire on the canvas. 

Marcel Duchamp, the founder of the dada art movement, also 

sought to subvert and rebel against tradi'on with his display and 

use of readymade objects. He repurposed found or factory-

made items and turned them into so-called art installa'ons. 

Duchamp was called the father of conceptual art, and advocated 

the idea that anything could be called art. The dadaist 

movement is itself a communis'c project, as evidenced by the 

manifesto of the Berlin dadaists, who called for an “interna'onal 

revolu'onary union of all crea've and intellectual men and 

women on the basis of radical Communism,” as well as “the 

immediate expropria'on of property” and “immediate 

regula'on of all sexual rela'ons according to the views of 



interna'onal Dadaism through establishment of a Dadaist sexual 

center.” 

Dada’s cri'cism of tradi'on evolved into surrealism in France, as 

represented by the communist André Breton, who advocated 

revolu'on. He was against the supposed suppression brought by 

reason, culture, and society — typical perspec'ves for modern 

ar'sts in Europe at the 'me. The ar's'c movements that 

extended these principles include abstrac'sm, minimalism, and 

pop art. Abstrac'sm is about the emo'onal expression of 

rebellion, disorder, emp'ness, and escapism. All of these 

schools are a kind of postmodernism, which sets out to overturn 

all rules, reasoning, and morality.  At their most outrageous, 

these ar'sts create works that openly desecrate the image of 

Mary, the mother of Jesus. 

Not all modern ar'sts support le3-wing poli'cs, but there is a 

clear ideological commonality with communist thought — that 

is, the rejec'on of the divine, and the a5empt to replace God as 

the star'ng point for understanding human life. These isms 

came to exert increasing influence in the public sphere and have 

ul'mately come to completely marginalize classical art.
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The Inversion of Tradi�onal Aesthe�cs: The Ugly as Art

The numerous schools of modern art that have appeared and 

developed share several things in common: They invert 

conven�onal aesthe�cs. They take ugliness as beauty, and they 

aim to shock, even to the point of being as ghastly as the ar�st’s 

imagina�on allows.

Marcel Duchamp signed his name on a urinal and named it 

“Fountain,” to be put on display for the public in New York. 

Though display of the object was refused, the gesture was 

considered a clever joke among Duchamp’s peers in the art 

world, and later ar�sts and academics have thought it the height 

of crea�vity. This is the environment in the art world whereby 

classical easel pain�ng was marginalized, and installa�on art 

rose to prominence. In 1958, Yves Klein held the Void exhibi�on 



at the Iris Clert Gallery in Pairs—the displayed works turning out 

to be empty walls.  

A major figure of the postwar German avant-garde, Joseph 

Beuys, covered his head with honey and gold leaf in 1965, 

murmuring nonstop for three hours with a dead hare in his 

arms, in the work “How to Explain Pictures to a Dead Hare.” In 

Beuys’s view, everyone could be an ar�st. One anecdote goes 

that a dubious onlooker could not help but ques�on him: “You 

talk about everything under the sun, except art!” Beuys’ 

reported response: “Everything under the sun is art!” 

In 1961, Piero Manzoni, a key figure of the avant-garde, put his 

own feces in 90 cans, called them artworks, and put them up for 

sale under the name “Merda d’ar�sta” (Ar�st’s Shit). In 2015, 

one of the cans was sold in London for a record price of 182,500 

pounds, or about $US240,000, hundreds of �mes the price of 

the same weight in gold. He also signed his name to the 

buHocks of a nude woman, calling the piece “Sculture viven�” 

(living sculpture).

In China, there was the nude “ar�st” who coated his body with 

honey and fish oil to aHract flies. Desecra�on of the body seems 

intended to communicate the idea that life is cheap, ugly, and 

disgus�ng.



In the BBC documentary Beijing Swings about “extreme ar�sts” 

in China, so-called performance art included the performa�ve 

consump�on of the corpse of a dead fetus. Waldemar 

Januszczak, host of the documentary, commented, “China is 

producing the most outrageous and darkest art, of anywhere in 

the world.”  In fact, this is a result of the pursuit of demon 

nature. Some of these so-called modern artworks are so filthy 

and shameless that they exceed the mental endurance of 

normal people. Such behavior of the avant-garde is the Cultural 

Revolu�on of the art world.

Those who support modernism have taken to the trend like a 

duck to water, but painters truly proficient in the technical skill 

of pain�ng have a tough �me. Painters and sculptors who 

adhere to strict tradi�on, who master their craL through 

painstaking prac�ce, have been squeezed out of the art world. 

John William Godward, the English Victorian neoclassicist 

painter associated with the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, felt 

that he was discriminated against given that his style of realis�c 

classical pain�ng fell out of favor with the rise of Picasso’s 

modernist works. In 1922, he commiHed suicide, and was said to 

have wriHen in his suicide note: “The world is not big enough for 

myself and a Picasso.” 

Similar methods were adopted to ruin music. Authen�c music 

conforms with musical theory and order. Musical tuning and the 



keys and modes it produces all derive from harmonious natural 

paHerns. The universe created by the divine is harmonious. 

Humans are able to appreciate and par�cipate in the harmony 

of the universe, and thus create beauty, since humans are also 

created by the divine.

Modern atonal music rejects ideas like tonality, chords, and 

melody, and lacks order in its structure. Such music is a revolt 

against divinely imparted classical music. Atonal music violates 

the harmony in the universe, which is why many audiences find 

it unpleasant. Modernist musicians argue, based on their 

warped theories of aesthe�cs, that audience members must 

train their ears to get used to such music, so they, too, will enjoy 

it.

Arnold Schoenberg, one of the founders of modern music, 

introduced the “twelve-tone system,” a fundamentally atonal 

structure that marked the crea�on of an�-classical musical 

technique. Schoenberg’s music was considered the nega�on of 

all German musical culture un�l then, the betrayal of taste, 

feeling, tradi�on, and all aesthe�c principles. His music was 

called “cocaine” by Germans at the �me: “To perform 

Schoenberg means the same as to open a cocaine bar for the 

people. Cocaine is poison. Schoenberg’s music is cocaine.”  In 

later genera�ons, a music cri�c assessed him thus: “It is a 



measure of the immensity of the man’s achievement that, fiLy 

years aLer his death, he can s�ll empty any hall on earth.” 

What led to the widespread acceptance of Schoenberg was the 

musical theories of Theodor W. Adorno, an important figure in 

the Frankfurt School. In Adorno’s 1949 work, Philosophy of 

Modern Music, he aHempted to use theory to demonstrate that 

Schoenberg’s twelve-tone method was the peak of musical 

composi�on. This set the stage for the widespread acceptance 

of Schoenberg’s system by later genera�ons of composers and 

music cri�cs. Since then, numerous musicians have emulated 

Schoenberg, and his avant-garde style has had a major impact 

on the postwar music world.

ALer destroying tradi�on with modern music, avant-garde art 

used rock-and-roll to supplant the role of classical music in 

people’s lives. Sidney Finkelstein, the leading music theorist of 

the Communist Party USA, openly declared that the boundaries 

between classical and popular should be eliminated.  At around 

the same �me, strongly rhythmic rock music was gaining an 

increasing foothold in the United States, as classical and 

tradi�onal music was squeezed out and marginalized. 

The characteris�cs of rock-and-roll include inharmonious 

sounds, unstructured melody, strong rhythmic beats, and 

emo�onal conflicts and contradic�ons—quite similar to the 



communist idea of struggle. According to the Records of the 

Grand Historian by China’s foremost ancient historian Sima 

Qian, only when sound conforms to morality can it be called 

music. Typically, the lives of rock-and-roll musicians are full of 

sex, violence, and drugs.

ALer rock-and-roll, other forms of music, like rap, appeared in 

the United States and gained popularity. Rap lyrics are replete 

with swear words and obsceni�es, and the music makes plain its 

rebellion against tradi�on and society through the use of drugs, 

violence, swearing, and promiscuity.  As the morality of society 

as a whole declines, such “art forms,” previously regarded as 

subcultures, have made their way into the wider society and are 

even sought aLer by mainstream performance venues.

We have so far focused on the current circumstances in the 

worlds of art and music. In fact, the en�re ar�s�c world has 

been greatly impacted, and the influence of the modern art 

movement can be seen in the devia�on from tradi�onal ideas, 

methods, and skills in areas like sculpture, architecture, dance, 

decora�on, design, photography, movies, and more. Many 

people who are engaged in modern art are strongly influenced 

by communist ideology. For example, the founder of modern 

dance, Isadora Duncan, was bisexual and atheist. She objected 

to ballet, calling it ugly and unnatural. She and one hundred 



students performed in Moscow for Lenin and used “The 

Interna�onale” as the main dance theme. 

As for why these devia�ons exist, become a trend, or even 

become mainstream, this is closely related to how communism 

has corrupted tradi�onal arts that were divinely inspired. On the 

surface, of course, this is not apparent, and the situa�on seems 

to be a form of self-decep�on that has been widely accepted—

the no�on that if there’s a theory behind it, it’s art.

If people look closely at the differences between avant-garde art 

and tradi�onal art, they will find that the ar�sts of the 

Renaissance not only used art to praise God, but also to an even 

greater extent presented beauty in a manner that engendered 

feelings of truth and goodness in the human heart, and in so 

doing, maintained the morality of society.

On the other hand, the various mutated forms of avant-garde 

art try to reverse all the achievements of the Renaissance. They 

lead people to be aHracted to ugliness, which brings forth 

demonic nature in people: Dark, decadent, depraved, violent, 

evil, and other nega�ve thoughts gain ascendency. The modern 

slander of the divine has led people today to be alienated not 

only from God but also from their own inner divinity, 

community, tradi�onal values, and morality. 
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The Perversion of Literature

Literature is a special art form. It uses language to pass on 

wisdom that the divine has bestowed to mankind, and also 

records mankind’s precious living experiences. The two great 

epics of the ancient Greek world, The Iliad and The Odyssey, 

both portrayed the complex historical story around the )me of 

the Trojan War, vividly portraying gods and men and pain)ng a 

grand canvas of history. The virtues of courage, generosity, 

wisdom, jus)ce, and temperance praised in the epics became an 

important source of the value system of the Greek and the 

en)re Western civiliza)on.

Due to the great influence that literature has on people, evil 

elements control people, especially lost humans who seek fame 

and fortune, to cook up and promote works of literature that 

impart the ideology of communism; slander tradi)onal culture; 



destroy people’s morality; and spread pessimism,  rubbish, and 

an a0tude of passivity and meaninglessness toward life. 

Literature became one of the key tools communist elements use 

to control the world.

Some influen)al works directly promote communist ideology. 

A3er the Paris Commune was suppressed, commune member 

Eugene Po0er wrote “The Interna)onale,” which said, “There 

has never been any saviour of the world, nor dei)es, nor 

emperors on which to depend.” It threatened, “The old world 

shall be destroyed!” “The Interna)onale” became the official 

song of the First and Second Interna)onal and became the 

official song of the Chinese Communist Party. It is widely used 

during gatherings and in works of literature in communist 

countries around the world.

......

The following summarizes some of the major effects of 

communist-influenced literature.

Using Literature to Destroy Tradi)on. A major step in the 

destruc)on of humanity has been to slander the tradi)onal 

civiliza)on that the divine bestowed on mankind. Whether in 

China or the West, communist elements use intellectuals with 



modern thoughts to create and promote works that distort or 

slander tradi)onal culture.

During China’s New Culture Movement, the author Lu Xun 

became famous for viciously a@acking tradi)on and denouncing 

Chinese an)quity. In his first novel, A Madman’s Diary, he 

u)lized the protagonist to declare that the en)re Chinese history 

could be summed up in two characters: “man ea)ng.” Lu Xun 

was praised by Mao Zedong as “the greatest and most 

courageous ensign of the new culture army,” and “commander 

of China’s cultural revolu)on.” Mao also said, “The road he took 

was the very road of China’s new na)onal culture.” 

In Europe in 1909, Italian poet Marine0 published Futurist 

Manifesto, calling for the total rejec)on of tradi)on, a 

celebra)on of machinery, technology, speed, violence, and 

compe))on. Russian poet and communist Vladimir Mayakovsky 

published A Slap in the Face of Public Taste in 1913, also 

expressing his resolve to break off from Russian tradi)onal 

literature.

Defending Hideous Portrayals as ‘Reality.’ Today, intellectuals 

and ar)sts use literature and the arts to portray things or scenes 

that are ugly, strange, and terrifying, using the excuse that they 

are merely showing things as they are.



Tradi)onal art conveys harmony, grace, clarity, restraint, 

propriety, balance, universality, and ideals, which require 

selec)on and choice. In the view of modern ar)sts, such works 

cannot be considered real. Such views actually originate from a 

misunderstanding of the origin and func)on of art. Art 

originates from everyday life, but it should transcend everyday 

life so as to both delight and instruct. Because of this, ar)sts 

must select, refine, and process what they want to portray 

during the crea)ve process. Blindly focusing on “realism” 

ar)ficially restricts the boundaries of life and art. If this type of 

absolute realism is art, then what everyone sees and hears is all 

art—in which case, why spend )me and money training ar)sts?

Using Literature to Corrupt Moral Values. Pretexts such as 

“expressing one’s true self,” “stream of consciousness,” and the 

like lead people to abandon tradi)onal moral standards and 

indulge in the demonic side of human nature. An example is 

what the French communist and poet André Breton wrote in 

Surrealist Manifesto, defining his new literature: “Psychic 

automa)sm in its pure state, by which one proposes to express

—verbally, by means of the wri@en word, or in any other 

manner—the actual func)oning of thought. Dictated by 

thought, in the absence of any control exercised by reason, 

exempt from any aesthe)c or moral concern.” 



The “stream of consciousness” wri)ng and surrealist “automa)c 

wri)ng” are closely related. Influenced by Sigmund Freud’s 

psychopathology, some writers in the West started to 

experiment with the stream of consciousness wri)ng style from 

the beginning of the 20th century. Such wri)ngs usually have 

simple storylines and focus on the inner and private thought 

processes of insignificant characters (an)-heros) through 

narra)ves composed of free thoughts.

Human beings simultaneously contain the poten)al for both 

kindness and evil. A life should be dedicated to the constant 

eleva)on of moral standards and cul)va)on of virtue through 

self-restraint. In modern society, many people experience ill 

thoughts and desires. Simply pu0ng them on display for public 

consump)on is equivalent to pollu)ng society.

Unleashing Man’s Dark Side as ‘Cri)cism’ and ‘Protest.’ Writers 

and ar)sts in the Western free world, under the influence of 

an)-tradi)onalist sen)ment, consider all laws, regula)ons, and 

moral codes to be restric)ons and suppressions. They see 

problems with modern society and the weaknesses of human 

nature, but instead of dealing with them ra)onally, they 

promote extreme individualism via cri)cism and protest, 

indulging in their personal desires. They use degenerate means 

to express so-called resistance, while strengthening the dark 

side of their nature, indulging in hatred, laziness, desire, lust, 



aggression, and pursuit of fame. The lack of moral self-restraint 

won’t solve any social issues but instead will worsen them.

During the counterculture movement of the 1960s, the 

American poet Allen Ginsberg became the representa)ve of the 

Beat Genera)on and is s)ll worshiped today by those who wish 

to rebel against society. His poem “Howl” depicts extreme 

lifestyles and mental states, including alcoholism, sexual 

promiscuity, drugs, sodomy, self-mu)la)on, pros)tu)on, 

streaking, violent assault, the3,  vagabonding, and madness. As 

the counterculture movement became ins)tu)onalized, “Howl” 

came to be regarded as a literary classic and was included in 

numerous literature collec)ons. Ginsberg admi@ed that he was 

a communist in his early years and that he had no regrets.  He 

idolized Fidel Castro and other communist dictators and widely 

promoted homosexuality and pedophilia. Ginsberg is a clear 

manifesta)on of the common ground between communism and 

extreme individualism.   

Spreading Pornography Through Literature. Since the beginning 

of the 20th century, explicitly sexual content began to appear in 

literary works, some of which were filled with such content, yet 

were s)ll praised as classics. Many commentators and scholars 

abandoned their social responsibili)es and praised such 

pornographic works as real, ar)s)c masterpieces. We know that 

many tradi)onal moral values func)on via abs)nence. Breaking 



such restric)ons, with whatever noble-sounding jus)fica)on, 

undermines and destroys morality.

Dehumanizing People Through Literature. In the past several 

decades, as the culture became more and more confused, a 

great deal of genre fic)on surfaced, including thrillers and works 

of horror, the supernatural, and fantasy. Through such works, 

low-level elements can control people’s minds and bodies, 

resul)ng in the dehumaniza)on of human beings.

People say that “ice that is 3 feet thick is not the result of one 

day of coldness.” It also takes a long period of )me and the 

involvement of many fields for literature to degrade so far that it 

becomes used as a tool for evil. Roman)cism widened 

literature’s coverage of people’s lives, while some ugly and 

bizarre phenomena, including extreme and insane human 

mental states, were presented for public consump)on. Several 

Bri)sh Roman)c poets were dubbed “The Satanic School” 

because of the immoral content of their poems.

Realism uses the excuse of presen)ng reality to express the 

degenerate side of human nature. Certain works emphasize 

warped thoughts and immoral conduct. One cri)c called realism 

“roman)cism going on all fours.”  The philosophy of naturalism, 

as promoted by Jean-Jacques Rousseau, for instance, a@ributed 

the decline in human morality to the social environment and 



family gene)cs, thus removing the individual’s moral 

responsibility. Aesthe)cism calls for “art for art’s sake,” claiming 

that art is meant to simply provide sensory s)mulus and carries 

no moral impera)ve.

In fact, all art has subtle, profound, and long-las)ng effects on 

the moral sense. Denying art’s moral responsibility is to open 

the door for immoral things to come in. We can’t deny the fact 

that different schools of literature generated some high-quality 

works, but awful works are mixed in. Although we can’t say that 

communist elements directly manipulated these trends in 

literature, the nega)ve elements are obviously the result of 

declining moral standards. They paved the road for communist 

ideology to destroy mankind via literature.

When a person writes, his moral standard and mental state are 

reflected in his work. With the overall decline of human 

morality, the nega)ve mindset of writers takes a dominant 

stance. This has created numerous works that, instead of 

seeking to bring out the kindness in people, pull people down 

toward hell.
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The power of art is enormous. Good art can rec�fy the human 

heart, elevate morality, harmonize the yin and yang, and even 

enable humans to be connected to heaven, earth, and divine 

beings.

In the past century, the specter of communism took advantage 

of man’s demon nature and malice, promp�ng the crea�on of 

an enormous variety of “art.” People were led to revolt against 

and blaspheme God, oppose tradi�on, and overturn morality. 

This had the ul�mate effect of turning large parts of society 

demonic, which would be deeply shocking to anyone living in a 

previous era.

Compared to the beauty of tradi�onal arts, modern arts are 

extremely ugly. Human aesthe�c standards have been 

destroyed. Avant-garde art has become mainstream and 

commands vast sums of money. Tradi�onal, noble arts have 



become a laughing stock. Arts have been manipulated into a 

vehicle for people to indulge in their desires and vent their 

demon nature. The boundary between beauty and ugliness, 

grace and vulgarity, kindness and evil, has been blurred or even 

erased. Grotesqueness, chaos, and darkness have taken the 

place of universal values. Human society is filled with demonic 

messages, and human beings are being steered on a path of 

decadence and destruc�on.  

Only by eleva�ng morality and returning to faith and tradi�on 

will humankind be able to see another renaissance in the arts. 

Only then will we all see the beauty, nobility, and splendidness 

of what art can be, and what it was meant to be.
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Law is the iron force of fairness and jus�ce that affirms good and 

punishes evil. What is good and what is evil must be determined 

by those who write the laws. From the perspec�ve of faith, 

these criteria come from gods. Religious scripture provided the 

basis for the laws that govern human society.

The Code of Hammurabi in ancient Babylon is the first wri-en 

law in human history. Engraved in the stone tablet, above the 

code itself, is a powerful scene: Shamash, god of the sun and 

jus�ce, bestows the laws to King Hammurabi. This is the 

depic�on of a god gran�ng a human sovereign the authority to 

govern his people using the rule of law.

For the Hebrews, the Ten Commandments in the Old Testament 

were considered to be simultaneously divine as well as secular 

law — a tradi�on that became the founda�on of Western legal 

culture. Star�ng with fourth-century Roman emperors and the 



East Roman Jus�nian I and his successors and con�nuing to 

Alfred the Great, the first of Britain’s Anglo-Saxon kings, the 

legal system took the Ten Commandments of Moses and 

Chris�an doctrine as their inspira�on. [1]

Followers of religion believe that in order to be considered 

legi�mate, the law must accommodate divine standards of good 

and evil, as well as religious teachings. The thinking behind 

nonviolent civil disobedience in the United States can be traced 

back to early Chris�an doctrine. The Roman emperor 

commanded that Chris�ans worship Roman gods and that 

statues of the emperor be erected before Jewish synagogues. As 

this meant direct viola�on of the first two Commandments, 

Chris�ans opted to face crucifixion or be burned at the stake 

rather than follow them. In other words, secular law must be 

subordinate to divine commandment, which is sacred and 

inviolable.

In general, the Ten Commandments can be divided into two 

categories. The first four describe the rela�onship between man 

and God, that is, what cons�tutes the appropriate reverence for 

God. The other six govern rela�onships between people, and at 

their core reflect Jesus’s teaching to love others as you love 

yourself. Reverence for God is an impera�ve that enables 

humanity to maintain unchanged the principles of fairness and 

jus�ce.



The same is true of China, where historically the law was 

promulgated by imperial decree. The emperor or Son of Heaven 

must follow providence and the principles of Heaven and earth. 

This is the “Tao” or Way imparted by Lao Zi and the Yellow 

Emperor. The Han Dynasty scholar Dong Zhongshu said: “The 

greatness of Tao originates from Heaven. Heaven never changes, 

and neither does the Tao.” [2] In ancient Chinese usage, 

“Heaven” is not an abstrac�on of the natural forces, but a 

supreme god. Faith in the Tao of Heaven forms the moral 

bedrock of Chinese culture. The Chinese legisla�ve system 

derived from this belief influenced China for thousands of years.

American legal scholar Harold J. Berman believed that the role 

of the law coexists with compliance to overall principles of social 

morality and faith. Even under the separa�on of church and 

state, both are mutually dependent. In any society, the concepts 

of jus�ce and legality must trace their roots to that which is 

considered holy and sacred. [3]

Put another way, the law must carry authority, which comes 

from the fairness and jus�ce endowed by gods. Not only is the 

law fair and just, it is also holy. The modern legal system retains 

many facets of religious ceremony that strengthen its power.
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In communist countries, the devil manipulates the law as an 

instrument for maintaining its rule, reinforcing its ideology, and 

suppressing the people. In free countries, its aim is to subvert 

tradi#onal faith and the law’s moral founda#ons, to distort the 

standards of good and evil, seize the powers of legisla#on and 

enforcement, thus pu&ng demonic norms into prac#ce.

Law is closely related to poli#cs, religion, educa#on, and other 

fields. The United States has long been the mainstay of rule of 

law. But today, as communism extends its reach to every corner 

of the world, Western law cannot escape its infiltra#on and 

subversion. 

......



Law based on religion and faith is sacred. But as communist 

par#es and their various followers around the world promoted 

atheism and the theory of evolu#on, the connec#on between 

law and God has been severed. Law has been largely reduced to 

an instrument of revenge, arbitra#on, bargaining, and alloca#on 

of benefits. With its divine nature under siege, the spirit of the 

law began to shi/ from its role of maintaining fairness and 

jus#ce to being the expression of popular no#ons and desires. 

This opened the door for the communist specter, working 

through its mortal agents, to pass laws of its choosing in order 

to undermine society and come closer to its destruc#ve aims.

In the United States, the communist influence in social jus#ce 

and modern liberalism have appropriated the concepts of 

freedom, progress, and tolerance to alter the moral state of 

society and with it the moral founda#ons of the law. Using these 

causes to reject and destroy the law’s moral and religious 

underpinnings affects what kind of laws can be passed and how 

they will be interpreted by the judges.

Marriage, for example, is considered by tradi#onal faiths to be a 

holy ins#tu#on comprising the union of man and wife. Same-sex 

marriage by defini#on violates these teachings, and its 

introduc#on to society necessitates a shi/ in the legal defini#on 

and interpreta#on of the laws governing marriage. On the other 

hand, if the people abide by divine commandment and uphold 



the standards set by their faith, the moral state of society will 

not change, and secular law will remain stable, as it is based on 

the principles ordained by gods. If gods held a certain kind of 

behavior to be immoral 2,000 years ago, it should be immoral 

today as well.  

Liberalism, however, rejects tradi#onal belief and moral 

judgment. It regards morality as a secular agreement that 

changes according to the development of society. Marriage, 

therefore, is regarded as a simple contract between two people 

who are willing to state their commitment to each other. 

Recogni#on of same-sex marriage is based on the ostensible 

premise of freedom and progress, but this premise is malleable 

and will inevitably result in the corrup#on of the law.

Liberalism and progressivism have brought about the separa#on 

of tradi#onal morality from jus#ce. This was reflected in an 

abor#on case that reached the Supreme Court in 1992. Three 

jus#ces stated: “Some of us as individuals find abor#on offensive 

to our most basic principles of morality, but that cannot control 

our decision. Our obliga#on is to define the liberty of all, not to 

mandate our own moral code.” [13]

Put another way, what the jus#ces meant is that the law 

priori#zes freedom over morality, and the values of liberty and 

morality are separate. But liberty, as established by the 



American Founding Fathers, is a “self-evident” principle, that is, 

it is bestowed by God—or, as the Declara#on of Independence 

puts it, the Creator. Rejec#ng the universal standards set by the 

Creator in order to increase the range of so-called freedoms is a 

method the devil uses to distort the law and lead humanity to 

its fall.
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Before a new law takes effect, it goes through a variety of steps, 

including its dra"ing, poli#cal endorsement, court rulings about 

its legality, or its implementa#on by law enforcement officials. 

During this process, individuals or groups in academia, media, 

legal circles, and even the entertainment industry exert 

influence over the legisla#on and enactment of law.

The communist specter found its representa#ves across society 

to take control over the legisla#ve process. Various poli#cal 

lobbies made their best efforts to fill government agencies with 

le"ists. In the judicial branch, they became judges, prosecutors, 

or other officials responsible for the carriage of jus#ce.

A liberal president will do everything in his power to appoint 

like-minded jus#ces to the Supreme Court, where they will use 

their influence to warp the law, or he will use his execu#ve 

powers to circumvent the legal system. Historically, liberal U.S. 



presidents have tended to grant more pardons. In a recent 

administra#on, the president commuted the sentences of 1,385 

convicts and granted a total of  212 pardons, the greatest 

number since the administra#on of President Harry Truman. 

[14] In one of his final acts before leaving the White House, the 

president commuted the sentences of 209 individuals and 

granted pardons to 64 others. Most of those who received 

pardons were nonviolent drug offenders. One excep#on was a 

man who had been charged and found guilty of leaking 700,000 

classified military documents. With presiden#al clemency, his 

sentence was reduced, and he served only four years of his 35-

year sentence. [15]

While the president has the cons#tu#onally ordained power to 

grant pardons, overuse of this power works against the func#on 

and purpose of the law, which is to punish wrongdoing and 

support upstanding ci#zens.

In 1954, then-senator Lyndon B. Johnson of Texas, who later 

served as the 36th president of the United States, introduced 

the Johnson Amendment, which prohibits non-profit 

organiza#ons, including churches, from engaging in certain 

ac#vi#es. Violators could have their tax exemp#ons revoked. 

Wary of this, some Chris#an churches instruct their priests to 

avoid certain poli#cal topics when speaking at the pulpit, 



including controversial social issues such as abor#on, 

homosexuality, euthanasia, stem cell research, and so on.    

The communist specter also manipulated all poli#cal groups in 

an aDempt to change law enforcement by prosecutors through 

elec#ons. Sent to his posi#on by progressive patrons and 

poli#cal groups, one district aDorney fired 31 prosecutors during 

his first week on the job. Calling for an end to “mass 

incarcera#on,” he also ordered the rest of his office to stop 

prosecu#ng marijuana possession. There are similar situa#ons in 

other states. The president of the union for prosecutors said 

that the effect was to call on prosecutors to pick and choose 

which laws they would enforce. In his opinion, it was a very risky 

phenomenon when the elected officials were asked to ignore 

laws they had sworn to uphold. [16]

Judges also have jurisdic#on to cancel orders from 

administra#ve departments. For instance, U.S. immigra#on law 

gives the president the right to deny foreigners permission to 

enter the country in emergency situa#ons. However, some 

judges influenced by liberalism considered a recent travel ban 

issued by the president to be religious discrimina#on. Their 

rulings delayed the ban for over four months un#l the execu#ve 

ac#on was upheld by the Supreme Court.



Lawyers have a great influence on court rulings. The poli#cal 

leanings of a legal associa#on can have a direct impact on 

whether the will of the law can be executed. In one lawyers’ 

associa#on that commands na#onwide presence, the founder is 

a self-avowed socialist who believes in public ownership and 

says that his ul#mate goal is to establish communism. [17] The 

associa#on boasts tens of thousands of members around the 

country and an annual budget in the hundreds of millions. It files 

lawsuits to support causes such as same-sex marriage, the right 

of homosexuals to adopt children, and abor#on rights, and to 

combat discrimina#on against homosexuality, bisexuality, and 

the like.  

Liberalism and progressivism occupy key poli#cal posi#ons 

across the United States and dominate academia, the media, 

and social movements. This has allowed the devil to wield 

unprecedented power over the legisla#ve and judicial processes.
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Prohibi�ng the Praise of God

God is everywhere in American life. The country’s mo'o is “In 

God We Trust.” This phrase is common. It’s even on the dollar 

bills used every day. The U.S. Declara�on of Independence 

described God as the Creator and stated that human rights are 

what the Creator has given us. All U.S. government officials, 

including the president and judges, say “So help me God” when 

they are sworn in. The most common ending in presiden�al 

speeches is “God bless America.” The Pledge of Allegiance 

recited in public schools describes the United States as “one 

na�on under God.”

Some of these tradi�ons have lasted for more than two hundred 

years, almost as long as the history of the United States since its 

founding. But in the past 60 years, they have been constantly 

challenged by communist followers.



One na�onal lawyers associa�on aims to remove the Ten 

Commandments from public display across the United States. 

The most famous case occurred in Montgomery, Alabama. In 

2001, the associa�on called for the removal of a slate bearing 

the Ten Commandments that was located in the rotunda of the 

state court. They found a judge appointed by the Democra�c 

president of the �me to hear the case. In a 76-page verdict, the 

judge ruled in favor of the lawyers associa�on. The specifics of 

the ruling may sound ridiculous. For example, the judge claimed 

that the “solemn ambience of the rotunda,” the frescoes behind 

the slate, and the atmosphere created by a picture window 

featuring a waterfall cons�tuted sufficient reason to have the 

Ten Commandments removed. The judge also said that the 

slate’s “sloping top” resembled an open Bible and gave viewers 

cause to “feel as though the State of Alabama is advancing, 

endorsing, favoring or preferring, Chris�anity.” [18]

This is neither the beginning nor the end of the story. As early as 

1980, the Supreme Court had banned the Ten Commandments 

from being displayed in public schools. This decision catalyzed 

an overall movement across the country to have the Ten 

Commandments removed from public view. In Utah, the ACLU 

even offered a reward to anyone willing to report those plaques 

and slates that had not yet been taken down. [19]



One U.S. Circuit Court ruled on June 26, 2002, that public 

schools are prohibited from holding “sworn oaths” because they 

included the words “under God.” This decision was later 

overturned by the Supreme Court on June 14, 2004. [20]

This is an ongoing legal ba'le. The American na�onal anthem, 

na�onal mo'o, Pledge of Allegiance, school prayers, and the like 

are under siege by atheists and leFist ac�vists.

Here, a brief explana�on is necessary to clarify that “God,” as 

used above, was a general reference to the divine, or the 

“Creator” men�oned in the Declara�on of Independence. Each 

religion has its own understanding and recogni�on of the 

Creator. Therefore, the word “God” itself does not promote a 

par�cular religion or violate the cons�tu�onal amendments of 

the United States. In a na�on of deep faith, the rise of an 

extreme movement a'emp�ng to prohibit public praise of God 

reflects the extent to which the devil has penetrated the field of 

law.  

Altering the Spirit of the Cons�tu�on: 

Interpreta�on and Case Law

In the draFing of the U.S. Cons�tu�on, the Founding Fathers 

established the separa�on of powers, with the judicial branch 

originally having the least power. Congress (the legisla�ve 



branch) is responsible for passing laws, the President (the 

execu�ve branch) is responsible for governance according to 

those execu�ng and enforcing laws, and the Supreme Court (the 

judicial branch) has neither the power to pass laws nor to 

govern.

While the Supreme Court was hearing a case concerning the 

Pledge of Allegiance, polls indicated that 90 percent of 

Americans supported retaining the phrase “under God.” In the 

House of Representa�ves, there were 416 votes in favor of 

reten�on to just three against. [21] In the Senate, the result was 

99 votes to zero. [22] The Congressional decision reflected the 

genuine opinion of the American public.

As elected representa�ves of the people, members of Congress 

and the president serve terms that range from two to six years 

before another elec�on is held. As long as the public and 

mainstream society is guided by divine standards of morality, 

the extent to which the president and members of Congress can 

fall toward the leF is limited. For example, if mainstream society 

is against same-sex marriage, it will be difficult for a 

congressman or senator to support it. If these poli�cians go 

against public opinion, they risk being voted out of office.

On the other hand, Supreme Court jus�ces don’t need to heed 

public opinion, since the terms they hold are for life. Once 



appointed, they may work for decades. Furthermore, there are 

only nine jus�ces. It is compara�vely easier to influence the 

decisions made by these nine individuals than it is to alter the 

whole of mainstream opinion.

Judges rule according to the law, and laws are passed or 

repealed based on the Cons�tu�on. Thus in order to change 

society through legisla�on, it is impera�ve to change the 

Cons�tu�on. In the United States, amending the Cons�tu�on 

requires support from two-thirds of Congress, and three-

quarters of the states. These strict measures make it difficult to 

amend the Cons�tu�on outright.

The progressives’ strategy is therefore not to amend the 

Cons�tu�on, but to change the original meaning of the words in 

the Cons�tu�on by reinterpre�ng them. They regard the 

Cons�tu�on as a “living” and con�nually “evolving” document, 

and going on precedent set by the Supreme Court, encode the 

views of the LeF into law. In this way, they covertly exert their 

will over the Cons�tu�on, which is tantamount to undermining 

it.

Divine commandment is no longer the highest principle. The 

Cons�tu�on has taken a heavy bea�ng under the gavels of 

liberal Supreme Court jus�ces. Since Supreme Court rulings are 

final and must be respected by even the president, the judicial 



branch is taking an ever-increasing share of authority among the 

three branches established by the Founding Fathers. In prac�ce, 

Supreme Court jus�ces have acquired par�al legisla�ve and 

even execu�ve powers.

Liberal Supreme Court jus�ces have brought a number of 

consequences to American society that are severe and difficult 

to remedy. As things stand, the Supreme Court can, through 

case hearings, order the removal of the Ten Commandments 

from public schools and spaces, rewrite criminal procedures, 

raise taxes, recognize the right to abor�on and same-sex 

marriage, allow the publica�on and display of pornography, and 

so on.

The growing supremacy of the judiciary combined with the 

ruling of liberal judges has given the specter of communism an 

important tool for achieving its designs.
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Promo�ng Obscene Content in the Name of Freedom

The 1960s was an era of deep transforma�on across American 

society. Le+-wing students drove the an�-war movement, rock-

and-roll, hippie culture, the feminist movement, sexual 

libera�on, and other an�-tradi�onal currents, raising chaos 

throughout the country.

The chief jus�ce of the Supreme Court in this period was the 

liberal Earl Warren. During Warren’s term as chief jus�ce, the 

Supreme Court made very influen�al and far-reaching rulings. 

This included the prohibi�on of prayers in public school [23] and 

the allowance of publica�ons featuring sexually explicit material. 

[24]



In her book The Supremacists: The Tyranny of Judges and How 

to Stop It, scholar Phyllis Schlafly provided sta�s�cs showing 

that from 1966 to 1970, the Supreme Court made 34 rulings 

that overruled lower level court decisions to prohibit obscene 

content. [25] The Supreme Court’s rulings were not signed, and 

majority consisted of just one or two lines. Put another way, 

even the jus�ces themselves didn’t bother to ra�onalize their 

decisions.

In 1966, Hollywood li+ed its restric�ons on showing obscene 

content in film. A profusion of various types of pornographic 

works soon followed, and today they have saturated every 

corner of society.

The First Amendment of the Cons�tu�on guarantees freedom of 

speech. It was intended to mean the right to express poli�cal 

opinions, not to manufacture and disseminate pornography.

Legalizing Drug Abuse

As the world got ready to welcome the new year on December 

31, 2017, CNN broadcast a piece of footage with mul�ple shots 

of a female reporter smoking marijuana. Visibly under the 

influence, she appeared disoriented and unaware of her 

surroundings. The broadcast received widespread cri�cism. [26]



In 1996, California became the first U.S. state to legalize 

marijuana as a prescrip�on drug, and many states soon followed 

suit. By 2012, Colorado and Washington legalized marijuana for 

“recrea�onal use,” that is, they legalized drug abuse. In these 

two states, plan�ng, manufacturing, and selling marijuana to 

adults is completely legal. It has also been legalized in California. 

In June 2018, the Canadian government announced that 

marijuana use would become legal na�onwide in the near 

future.

Aside from causing serious damage to the human body, drugs 

are psychologically addic�ng. Once dependent, people can 

abandon all moral inhibi�ons in order to obtain more of the 

drug. On the other hand, those who support legalizing 

marijuana believe as long as marijuana can be obtained legally, 

that would be an effec�ve way to reduce drug trafficking. They 

say that legaliza�on allows stricter regula�on over the drug, and 

accordingly a reduc�on in drug-related crime.

By legalizing drugs, many governments an�cipate saving billions 

of dollars in revenue. But it’s not hard to see that as greater 

numbers of people become addicts, lose their desire to work, 

and suffer poor health, produc�vity will fall, and the aggregate 

wealth created by society will shrink. It is self-evident that 

legalizing drugs cannot increase government revenue in the long 

term.



Furthermore, judgment of right or wrong shouldn’t be based on 

economic profit, but on divine standards. Tradi�onal morality 

sees the human form as sacred and created in divine likeness. 

Western religions believe the body is the “temple of the Holy 

Ghost,” while in the East, it was believed that the body could 

improve through cul�va�on to become a Buddha or a Tao. Drug 

abuse, then, is an act of desecra�on.

According to a report by the Los Angeles Times, one of the 

important figures lobbying for the legaliza�on of marijuana in 

the United States is a wealthy progressive. [27] In March 2017, 

six senators wrote leKers to the U.S. State Department 

reques�ng that this individual be inves�gated for using his 

founda�on to promote progressivism abroad and subvert 

conserva�ve governments. [28]

The legaliza�on of drugs is an addi�onal step in making people 

lose their inhibi�ons and cut them off them from the divine. As 

society experiences turmoil and economic downturns, 

condi�ons arise for communists to establish poli�cal power.  
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Legalizing Same-Sex Marriage

The book of Genesis describes the destruc&on of Sodom. One of 

the crimes the doomed city’s residents commi*ed was 

homosexuality. This is the origin of the term “sodomy,” meaning 

sexual rela&ons between men. Those with basic knowledge of 

the Bible would know that homosexuality goes against the will 

of God.  

In June 2015, the Supreme Court ruled in a 5-4 decision that 

same-sex marriage is a right guaranteed by the Cons&tu&on. 

[29] When the ruling was passed, the U.S. president at the &me 

changed the banner on the White House’s official Twi*er 

account to the rainbow flag in support of LGBT rights. The 

Supreme Court’s ruling prohibited the 14 states that banned 

same-sex marriage from enforcing these laws.  



In August 2015, a Rowan County, Kentucky, clerk refused to 

issue marriage cer&ficates for same-sex couples due to her 

beliefs. She was later jailed for five days since she had defied a 

U.S. federal court order to issue the documents. [30] In fact, the 

court had violated her cons&tu&onal right to freedom of belief.

When the Supreme Court ruled in favor of legalizing same-sex 

marriage, former governor of Arkansas and former Republican 

presiden&al candidate Mike Huckabee called it  “judicial 

tyranny.” [31]

Cons&tu&onal lawyer and scholar Phyllis Schlafly listed nine 

methods judges use to undermine social morality. They rewrite 

the Cons&tu&on, censor acknowledgment of God, redefine 

marriage, undermine U.S. sovereignty, promote pornography, 

support feminism, handicap law enforcement, interfere with 

elec&ons, and impose taxes. [32]

As of 2017, 25 countries and territories have officially 

acknowledged or accepted same-sex marriage, including 

developed Western countries such as the United States, the 

United Kingdom, France, Germany, Spain, Norway, Denmark, 

Finland, Sweden, Portugal, Belgium, Australia, New Zealand, and 

Canada. This is a disturbing development. The law has the 

power to reinforce morality or influence its movement in a new 

direc&on. To legalize behavior that deviates from tradi&onal 



moral values is the same as having the government and laws 

train the people to betray morality and disobey God’s 

commandments.

Under the influence of poli&cal correctness, cri&cism of the 

chaos that our society finds itself in—whether from the people, 

civil associa&ons, or religious groups in par&cular—can be easily 

escalated to the level of poli&cs or law, and result in restric&ons 

on free speech or other punishments. Following the legaliza&on 

of immoral behavior, any comments or cri&cisms on related 

issues are oKen accused of viola&ng laws, such as those 

concerning gender discrimina&on. The law has been twisted into 

a means of strangling people’s ability to make moral judgments. 

It is essen&ally promo&ng homosexuality and encouraging 

people to give themselves to endless desire and degeneracy.

Doing Away With Personal Responsibility

Tradi&onal religions emphasize the importance of personal 

accountability. In the Bible, the book of Ezekiel uses father and 

son as a parable to depict good and bad examples. Though they 

are father and son, they bear the consequences of their 

respec&ve conduct and are not personally responsible for each 

other’s ac&ons. As the Bible says, “For whatsoever a man 

soweth, that shall he also reap.” The Chinese believe that 



goodness begets goodness and that evil will be punished, which 

states the same principle.

Liberty means responsibility. A person has the right and 

freedom to choose his ideas, speech, and ac&ons. He also needs 

to be responsible for his own choices. Once a person has 

commi*ed a crime, he should be punished accordingly. This is 

the principle of jus&ce. Liberal judges, however, encourage 

people to shirk their responsibili&es and shiK accountability to 

prevailing social condi&ons, such as their economic or racial 

background, physical and mental health, educa&on, and other 

demographic parameters, allowing criminals to escape legal 

punishment.
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Under liberal influence, many judges or legisla#ve agencies 

deliberately curtail the legi#mate power of law enforcement, 

effec#vely turning a blind eye to crime. The communist specter’s 

aim in doing this is to paralyze the state apparatus in order to 

s#r up social turmoil, which in turn creates excuses either for 

the expansion of government, or the necessary condi#ons for a 

coup or revolu#on.

Many states have passed far-le, laws, a typical example being 

the “sanctuary state” act. Among other provisions, a sanctuary 

state prohibits federal officials from arres#ng illegal immigrants 

in local prisons, including those with outstanding warrants for 

their arrest. Local police are barred from coopera#ng with 

federal agents to enforce immigra#on laws.

This poses a serious security risk for the public. In July 2015, 

illegal immigrant Jose Ines Garcia Zarate shot and killed a young 



woman who was walking along Fisherman’s Wharf in San 

Francisco. Zarate had a history of crime: He had been charged 

with seven felonies involving drugs and robbery, and possession 

of weaponry, and had been deported five #mes. When San 

Francisco passed its sanctuary city law, Zarate was released from 

custody and evaded the federal immigra#on authori#es who 

had been demanding his sixth deporta#on.

When a criminal stands trial, extremely strict standards are 

placed on the prosecu#on. This is ostensibly to protect the 

legi#mate rights of the suspect, but o,en the result is that 

criminals are able to take advantage of loopholes in the law. 

Cunning suspects, or those who enjoy status or privileges, those 

who understand the law and regula#ons, or those who hire 

capable a@orneys, can drag out the legal process at great cost to 

the judicial system. Even guilty suspects can be very hard to 

bring to jus#ce.

Influenced by the spread of “sexual libera#on,” verdicts in cases 

involving sex crimes o,en cite findings in recent research to 

argue that the damage caused by the abuse is li@le or 

nonexistent. Many cases have been resolved by reducing the 

sentences of sexual predators. [33]    

Many ordinary criminals have had their original sentences 

reduced as well, owing to budget shortages or on account of 



prisoners’ rights. The real mo#va#on, though, is poli#cal 

correctness—to weaken the power of the law, disturb social 

order, and pave the road for further expansion of government.

For the law to be fair, it must administer strict punishment to 

those who commit unpardonable crimes. Since an#quity, 

murder was punishable by death. But today, some countries and 

territories have abolished capital punishment on such the 

grounds of humanity, tolerance, or a supposed respect for life.

Under the influence of twisted liberalism and progressivism, 

some people give undue weight to prisoners’ rights—no ma@er 

the severity of the crime—while remaining strangely silent 

regarding the vic#ms. If a murderer is fed and housed by 

taxpayer money, his loss of freedom is hardly a fair trade for the 

death of the vic#m and the trauma it causes to loved ones.

Many researchers in the United States have found that capital 

punishment is effec#ve in deterring crime. David Muhlhausen, 

senior policy analyst in The Heritage Founda#on, tes#fied in 

front of the Senate Judiciary Commi@ee in 2007 that capital 

punishment has a deterrent effect and can save lives.

In the 1990s, three professors, including Paul Rubin at Emory 

University, examined 20 years of crime sta#s#cs from 3,000 

ci#es and towns across the United States and concluded that 



“each execu#on results, on average, in eighteen fewer murders.” 

[34]

Even scholars who are against capital punishment must concede 

that it has a deterrent effect.

By pushing the concepts of freedom and legality to extremes, 

the devil has distorted the law and robbed it of its sanc#ty.
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When liberal judges can’t find wording in the U.S. Cons'tu'on to 

support their personal opinions, they use laws passed in other 

countries to sustain their arguments.

For instance, in the case of Lawrence v. Texas (2003), a judge wanted to 

repeal a Texas statute “banning consen'ng homosexual adults from 

engaging in sexual acts,” but could not find anything from the 

Cons'tu'on to support his case. He then quoted an “authorita've 

agency” outside of the United States as saying that homosexuality was 

“an integral part of human freedom in many other countries,” and 

successfully repealed the law. This case resulted in repeals of similar 

statutes in 13 other states.

Communist thought has spread around the world in different forms. 

The socialist trend throughout Asia and Europe is plain to see, and it 

has great influence in Africa and La'n America as well. Countries such 

as Zimbabwe and Venezuela are socialist countries in all but name. 

Even Canada is not free of its influence.



Commerce and globaliza'on have brought the United States into closer 

connec'on with other countries. In order to introduce elements of 

socialism domes'cally, liberal judges leverage the excuse of conforming 

to interna'onal conven'on and then use case law to alter the spirit of 

the Cons'tu'on. As leader of the free world, if even the United States 

cannot maintain basic tradi'onal standards, the en're globe will be lost 

to communism.
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Today, the law has been turned against the divine teachings that 

originally inspired it. Legality has become the method the devil 

uses to trample upon the moral founda#on of human society, 

bringing it to the brink of destruc#on.

An#-tradi#onal and immoral legisla#on has weakened the ability 

of the law to maintain social order, leaving the expansion of 

state power as the only “solu#on” to the malaise.

De Tocqueville, the French thinker, cau#oned that dictatorship 

was the only means of government that could bring people 

together in a society devoid of faith. Today’s perversion of the 

law is eroding tradi#onal beliefs and driving society toward 

tyranny.   

Should the devil succeed in obtaining full control of the law, it 

would prove a powerful weapon in the corrup#on of humanity. 



Under such circumstances, people would be le. with only two 

op#ons: either to refuse to follow the authori#es, or to betray 

their morality in order to comply with the degenerate laws. The 

former would mean the destruc#on of law in prac#ce, for as 

jurist Harold Berman put it, “The law must be believed in; 

otherwise, it exists in name only.” The la3er op#on entails a 

slippery slope of moral decline, crea#ng a downward cycle in 

which the law and the state of society compete in a race to 

reach rock bo3om. In either case, society at large would have no 

way out of this demonic vortex.

The 1958 book The Naked Communist lists 45 goals pursued by 

the Communist Party to infiltrate and undermine the United 

States. Seven of them concern the legal system. [37]

The 16th goal consists of using the court’s technical decisions to 

weaken important U.S. ins#tu#ons by claiming that their 

conduct infringes upon public rights.

The 24th goal is to abolish all laws restric#ng indecent content 

by portraying them as censorship that violates free speech and 

expression.   

The 29th is to challenge the Cons#tu#on as flawed, obsolete, or 

incompa#ble with interna#onal prac#ce.



The 33rd is to abolish all laws and legisla#ons that interfere with 

Communist Party opera#ons.

The 38th goal is to make it legal for non-police agents to carry 

out arrests. All behavioral problems are to be delegated to 

mental health workers.

The 39th is to wrest control over the field of psychiatry and 

impose mental health laws to control individuals who don’t 

accept communist aims.

The 45th goal is to abolish the Connally Reserva#on, also known 

as the Connally Amendment. This regula#on gives the United 

States the right to favor domes#c jurisdic#on over rulings by 

interna#onal courts. The purpose of this goal is to prevent the 

United States from protec#ng its domes#c sovereignty and 

instead to have interna#onal bodies such as the World Court 

overrule the U.S. judiciary.

Comparing the goals listed above with what has already been 

implemented, it is apparent that communism is well-placed to 

con#nue undermining U.S. law and jus#ce.

Be it state-sponsored policies of hatred in countries controlled 

by communist regimes, or regula#on in Western countries 

where communist ideology has eroded the legisla#ve and 



judicial ins#tu#ons, in both cases the target is the spirit of the 

law—that is, reverence for the divine and tradi#onal morality.

If we are unable to maintain the moral standards dictated by 

divine commandment as our criterion for recognizing ul#mate 

good and evil, then we are doomed to lose our judicial 

independence to the communist specter. Agents under the 

influence of communism will use the law to suppress the 

righteous and promote the wicked—unwiHngly execu#ng the 

specter’s plans to exterminate humanity. There is li3le #me le. 

to reverse this trend.
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